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Rising prevalence of childhood psychopathology mandate investigation into the antecedents of symptom 
onset. Growing evidence shows prenatal maternal stress experienced in utero is a strong contributor to 
offspring neurodevelopmental deficits, including emotion dysregulation, a core feature of many types of 
psychopathology. This dissertation summarizes a body of work studying children prenatally exposed to 
maternal stress related to a natural disaster, Superstorm Sandy (i.e., storm stress). This work includes six 
experiments conducted in the framework of the Developmental Origins of Health and Disease (DOHaD) 
hypothesis. The DOHaD hypothesis posits that developmental disruptions, like storm stress exposure, 
during a critical period of developmental, like gestation, can have long term influences on health. The first 
experiment explores infant behavioral temperament and shows correlations between objective stressors 
related to the storm and poor regulation and negative affect. Experiment 2 demonstrates that associations 
between temperament and a sympathetic nervous system measure, electrodermal activity (EDA), vary by 
child sex. Experiment 3 shows that prenatal storm stress is associated with increased EDA in girls, and 
decreased EDA in boys. Experiment 4 describes an interaction between prenatal storm stress and 
maternal depression predicting blunted offspring EDA in early childhood. Experiments 5 and 6 present 
preliminary findings that children prenatally exposed to storm stress exhibit differential prefrontal-limbic 
structure and amygdala function, respectively. Future work should expand the current sample, which was 
hampered by the Covid-19 pandemic, consider maternal mental health history in more depth, and 
 v 
continue to follow the trajectory of neurodevelopment of children affected by Superstorm Sandy. The 
vulnerability of pregnant people and their children, and how they can best be supported in the face of 
widespread disasters, needs to be more thoroughly studied as well. This knowledge may inform public 
health officials and mental health professionals in best practices to mitigate the impact of stressors, 
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Chapter 1: An Introduction to Prenatal Stress 
Mental health in American youth is in decline. One in six children aged 2-8 is estimated to have a 
mental, behavioral, or developmental disorder, with children from low income households at even greater 
risk for a disorder (Cree et al., 2018). Anxiety and depression diagnoses in particular have increased 
among children aged 6-17 (Bitsko et al., 2018). Further, an estimated 60% of all American youth are 
classified as not thriving on the basis of interest in new things, ability to complete tasks, and the ability to 
regulate emotions (Bethell et al., 2019). Emotion regulation, the capacity to alter the intensity or 
expression of an emotion, is irregular in many psychopathological disorders and may cue risk of a clinical 
disorder or subclinical impairment (Aldao et al., 2016; Beauchaine, 2015). Internalizing disorders such as 
anxiety and depression are characterized by sadness, shame, and over-regulation of emotion. 
Externalizing disorders such as oppositional defiant disorder and conduct disorder are characterized by 
impulsivity, aggression, and under-regulation of emotion. Moreover, emotion dysregulation below the 
threshold of a psychopathological diagnosis may contribute to clinically significant levels of distress and 
functional impairment. Early signs of emotion dysregulation may signal global yet significant risk for 
development of psychopathology and provide an opportunity for intervention and prevention to mitigate 
worsening of symptoms. 
Researchers have identified prenatal maternal stress as a contributor to the development of 
psychopathology in children by way of maladaptive emotion regulation and stress response patterns 
(Eichler et al., 2017; Curt A Sandman & Davis, 2010). During gestation, the accelerated pace of 
development makes the fetus susceptible to disruption from environmental insults that may elicit structural 
and functional changes that can impact the offspring’s developmental trajectory of neurobehaviors 
(Barker, 1998). David Barker first posited that conditions occurring before birth can impact wellbeing later 
in life. He developed the fetal programming hypothesis after discovering a relationship between poor 
maternal nutrition during pregnancy and poor adult offspring cardiovascular health (Barker, 1998). This 
phenomenon has been reformulated more recently as the Developmental Origins of Health and Disease 
(DOHaD) paradigm (Gluckman et al., 2007) to encompass the study of the spectrum of early life factors 
that can influence health across the lifespan, not just cardiovascular and endocrine-related disorders in 
adulthood. Gestation and infancy are thought to be the two most critical time periods for developmental 
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disruption due to increased plasticity in the brain, allowing for environmental insults to become “stamped 
in” via epigenetic alterations (Gluckman et al., 2007). Importantly, researchers have incorporated an 
evolutionary perspective that views the outcomes of prenatal disruption (e.g., offspring psychopathology) 
as a result of a poor match between the prenatal and postnatal environments (Glover, 2011). One of the 
most prominently studied examples of this phenomenon is an apparent link between prenatal maternal 
stress and offspring mental health outcomes. Briefly, it is proposed that the maternal physiological stress 
response cues the developing fetus to stressful environmental conditions, leading to a cascade of 
epigenetic programming to make the offspring more anxious, aggressive, etc. to succeed in the 
anticipated postnatal environment, even though the prior stressor may no longer be present, and the 
postnatal environment is completely different (Gluckman et al., 2007; Glover 2011). 
Human and animal models have documented relationships between prenatal maternal stress and 
increased offspring fear and anxiety behaviors (McLean et al., 2018), maladaptive stress response (Field 
et al., 2004), depressive symptoms (Van den Hove et al., 2014), and social deficits (Ehrlich & Rainnie, 
2015). Cortisol, a hormone produced by the maternal hypothalamo-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis, is 
secreted in response to experienced stressors and in association with psychological conditions, including 
anxiety (Sandman et al., 1999). In times of stress the paraventricular nucleus of the hypothalamus 
releases corticotropin releasing hormone (CRH), which stimulate the release of adrenocorticotropic 
hormone (ACTH) from the anterior lobe of the pituitary gland. This, in turn, cues the secretion of cortisol 
from the adrenal gland (for review see Smith & Vale, 2006). Maternal cortisol can cross the placenta to 
the fetal compartment and activate epigenetic, hormonal, and immune responses with the potential to 
alter the development of the rapidly developing brain (Chrousos, 1992; Glover, 2011; Van den Bergh et 
al., 2005; Wadhwa et al., 2001). Fetal oxygen deprivation, inflammation, and fetal growth restriction have 
been well-studied as mediators to understand the roles of prenatal maternal stress on offspring 
neurodevelopment (Lipner et al., 2019). 
Animal models 
 The impact of prenatal maternal stress on offspring development has been studied in both 
human and animal models. Animal models afford the ability to experimentally manipulate the timing, type, 
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and intensity of stressors during pregnancy in a tightly controlled experimental setting. In a rat model, 
unpredictable electric shocks administered to pregnant subjects were associated with reduced amygdala 
neuron excitability, fewer social behaviors, and decreased anxiety-like behaviors in offspring (Ehrlich & 
Rainnie, 2015). Reduced social interaction and altered epigenetic expression of brain-derived 
neurotrophic factor (BDNF), glutamate, and GABA suggestive of a schizophrenia-like profile were also 
found in adult rats prenatally exposed to maternal stress (Dong et al., 2015). Mice prenatally exposed to 
stress caused by noise had significantly higher pre- and post-stress test blood corticosterone levels 
(Faraji et al., 2017). Increased anxiety-like behaviors were found in another rat model of unpredictable 
prenatal maternal stress, as well as increased depression-like behaviors and corticosterone levels in male 
offspring (Van den Hove et al., 2014). Depression-like symptoms were further found in male and female 
rat offspring exposed to chronic prenatal maternal stress, but only males exhibited abnormal patterns of 
glutamate receptor subunit expression in the prefrontal cortex (Y. Wang et al., 2015). Sex differences 
were also found in pre-pubertal rats exposed to prenatal restraint stress, wherein only male offspring 
demonstrated decreased corticosterone response, anxiety-like behaviors, and depression-like behaviors 
(Iturra-Mena et al., 2018). In contrast, no sex differences were found among the increased anxiety-like 
behaviors, depression-like behaviors, corticosterone levels, or hippocampal and bed nucleus of stria 
terminalis structural alterations in another rat model of unpredictable prenatal maternal stress (Soares-
Cunha et al., 2018). Cognitive, memory, and dietary effects have also been observed in animal models of 
prenatal maternal stress (for review see Weinstock, 2016). While animal models have considerable 
strength in their ability to manipulate stress ethically and evaluate the molecular effects, thus far, no clear 
consensus on sex effects, stressor type, or age of onset of developmental deficits has been reached. 
Lack of consensus might be due to the difference in gestational period length, development rate, and 
offer only an approximation of the nuance and complexity of human emotional experiences.  
Human models 
Prenatal maternal stress research in human models relies on the occurrence of stressors that are 
not manipulated, such as stressful life events, daily hassles, and maternal psychopathology. Outcome 
measures in these models include psychopathology diagnosis, behavioral assessment, and physiological 
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measurements including autonomic nervous system function, hormone levels, gene expression, and brain 
structure and function. Temperament is one such widely used behavioral measure, especially in early 
childhood. It refers to an individual’s patterns of behavior and emotion, including factors such as 
fearfulness, activity level, and social tendencies (Gartstein & Rothbart, 2003). Although subject to the 
influence of environmental factors, temperament is thought to have a genetic basis and be relatively 
stable over the life course (Saudino, 2005), giving it value as a predictor of future behavior and emotion 
patterns, which are linked to vulnerability for psychopathology (Sayal et al., 2014).  
To briefly summarize findings regarding prenatal maternal stress and temperament, researchers 
have largely linked prenatal maternal stress with suboptimal offspring temperament. For example, infant 
temperament was more likely to be rated as “difficult,” reflecting poor mood and adaptability, if the mother 
of the child experienced late gestation anxiety (Austin, Hadzi-Pavlovic, et al., 2005) or depression 
(McGrath et al., 2008). Infants of mothers who experienced a stressful life event in the first trimester were 
rated as displaying greater attention and less distress at having limitations in one study (Zhu et al., 2014). 
However, in another, it was found that female infants whose mother experienced a stressful life event 
during pregnancy had increased methylation of the 1F exon of the gene encoding the cortisol receptor, 
NR3C1, which in turn predicted increased fearfulness (Ostlund et al., 2016). This association was not 
significant in male infants. In lieu of asking pregnant women about mental health symptoms or stressful 
life events, researchers have also evaluated maternal cortisol during gestation. Maternal second trimester 
cortisol levels were negatively correlated with offspring birthweight, which was negatively correlated with 
levels of fear and distress at having limitations at three months of age (Baibazarova et al., 2013). The 
temperament of two month old offspring of mothers with higher late-gestation cortisol, anxiety, and 
depression symptoms was rated as displaying more negative emotion (E. P. Davis et al., 2007). Lastly, 
maternal cortisol responses to a social stressor in mid-late gestation predicted offspring ability to self-
soothe at 6 months of age (Bolten et al., 2013). Experiment 1 of this dissertation elaborates on the 
association between prenatal maternal stress and offspring temperament. 
Natural disaster models 
Despite the advantages of human models, they are often limited by their reliance on pre-existing 
mental health conditions or the occurrence of common stressful life events. These stressors may lack 
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acute negative emotional valence or be confounded by other biopsychosocial factors that can also affect 
offspring neurodevelopment. In recent years researchers have turned to the rising occurrence of natural 
disasters to study the impact of stressful events that cast a shadow on a large population of people at 
once. These acute stressors allow for the assessment of objective stress through measures of residential 
displacement, financial loss, injury, etc. and subjective stress through measures of fear and anxiety 
related to the disaster. Studying natural disasters as a model of prenatal maternal stress offers the 
advantages of a) the event being quasi-experimental, in that the occurrence of the storm is somewhat 
random, b) a large population is impacted by the same event, and c) multiple types of aspects of stress 
can be assessed related to the one event. Additional benefit to studying natural disasters as a model of 
prenatal maternal stress stems from a growing body of research called “solastalgia,” which examines the 
impact of climate change on human psychological well-being (Warsini et al., 2014). Mental health 
changes related to natural disasters, changing landscapes, resource depletion, and displacement must 
be better understood, particularly as the number of natural disasters and other climate change-related 
events are expected to increase in frequency and intensity (Grinsted et al., 2013; Khan, 2017). Indeed, 
early research already points to disproportionate suffering in low income populations and women 
(Obradovich et al., 2018), indicating that pregnant women may be especially vulnerable. 
A number of research groups have begun characterizing the neurodevelopment of children 
prenatally exposed to a natural disaster, although outcomes have been mixed. For example, maternal 
mental health but not prenatal exposure to Hurricane Katrina in 2005 was associated with offspring 
temperament at two months and one year of age (Tees et al., 2010). In contrast, temperament was linked 
with prenatal maternal stress related to the 1998 Quebec Ice Storm, with infant offspring being rated as 
more temperamentally difficult and needing more attention than unexposed infants (Laplante et al., 2016). 
Interestingly, an interaction was found between maternal prenatal depression and prenatal exposure to 
Superstorm Sandy, such that natural disaster exposure seemed to amplify infant temperament difficulties 
related to maternal depression (Nomura et al., 2019). Prenatal maternal stress related to the 2011 
Queensland Flood has been linked with increased childhood anxiety symptoms (McLean et al., 2018) and 
maladaptive interpersonal skills (Simcock et al., 2017). Experiments 1 and 2 of this dissertation focus in 
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more detail on temperament and its relation to sex, other aspects of emotion regulation, and prenatal 
storm stress related to Superstorm Sandy. 
Physiological alterations related to prenatal maternal stress have been observed as well. Prenatal 
exposure to the 2008 Iowa Flood has been associated with salivary cortisol response to a stressor in 
offspring aged two and a half years old (Yong Ping et al., 2015). Sympathetic nervous system (SNS) 
reactivity has been correlated with prenatal exposure to Superstorm Sandy, with interactions between 
prenatal storm stress and maternal prenatal mental health (Buthmann, Finik, et al., 2019) and prenatal 
storm stress and offspring sex (Buthmann, unpublished data). These findings will be elaborated upon in 
Experiments 3 and 4 of this dissertation. Lastly, the Quebec Ice Storm was linked with increased 
externalizing symptoms, which was partially mediated by amygdala volume in adolescent female offspring 
(Jones et al., 2019), suggesting the neural development of children prenatally exposed to a natural 
disaster may help explain observed behavioral and emotional deficits.  
Neural development 
A number of studies have begun the work of 
investigating the relationship between prenatal maternal 
stress and offspring neural development, although, to date 
the aforementioned Quebec Ice Storm study is the only 
one to have published results in a natural disaster model. 
Maternal prenatal depression, anxiety, and stressful life 
events have been used to model the association between 
prenatal maternal stress and offspring structural and 
functional measures. The primary target of interest is the 
prefrontal-limbic circuit, depicted in Figure 1.1 (from 
Hanson et al., 2015). The prefrontal cortex and limbic 
system have high concentrations of glucocorticoid receptors, making them a potential target of excess 
maternal prenatal cortisol, and play an active role in regulating the HPA-axis stress response system (for 
review see Smith & Vale, 2006). As characterized by Gee, Humphreys, et al. (2013), the functional 
A diagram of the prefrontal-limbic circuit that helps 
modulate emotion regulation, from:  Hanson, J. L., 
Knodt, A. R., Brigidi, B. D., & Hariri, A. R. (2015). 
Lower structural integrity of the uncinate fasciculus 
is associated with a history of child maltreatment 
and future psychological vulnerability to stress. 
Development and Psychopathology, 27, 1611–
1619. https://doi.org/10.1017/S0954579415000978 
 
Figure 1.1. The prefrontal-limbic circuit. 
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connectivity between the prefrontal and the limbic regions is positive until age ten, indicating the areas 
increase and decrease in activity at the same rate. However, this correlation becomes increasingly 
negative after age ten, indicating an increase in prefrontal activity is accompanied by a decrease in 
amygdala activity (Gee, Humphreys, et al., 2013). A mature negative correlation is thought to reflect a 
stronger ability to regulate emotions, making this circuit an important marker for emotional wellbeing.  
In prenatal maternal stress studies maternal prenatal depressive symptoms have been linked to 
various changes in different brain morphology that indicate different level of emotion regulation.  For 
example, prenatal maternal stress is associated with reduced cortical thickness and white matter 
structural integrity in the inferior frontal region of 2-5 year old offspring (Lebel et al., 2016), increased 
thickness of the amygdala and the insula in four year old female offspring (Lee et al., 2019), and negative 
resting functional connectivity (FC) and decreased structural connectivity between the prefrontal cortex 
(PFC) and amygdala in six week old offspring (Posner et al., 2016). Maternal prenatal anxiety symptoms 
have been linked with increased left amygdala volume in four-year-old female offspring, which was further 
correlated with emotional and behavioral difficulties (Acosta et al., 2019), decreased PFC, premotor 
cortex, temporal lobe, and postcentral gyrus volume in 6-9 year old offspring (Buss et al., 2010), and 
decreased frontal and temporal cortical thickness in offspring at age seven and with increased depression 
symptoms at age 12 (E. P. Davis et al., 2020). The occurrence of stressful life events during pregnancy 
has been associated with increased white matter structural integrity of the uncinate fasciculus in infants 
who were also born preterm (Lautarescu et al., 2020), increased gray matter in 11-14 year old offspring in 
several subareas of the parietal cortex (McQuaid et al., 2019), and increased white matter integrity of the 
uncinate fasciculus of 6-9 year old offspring (Sarkar et al., 2014). In sum, although maternal prenatal 
stress is consistently linked with brain aberrations, the level of aberration varies from study to study. The 
wide range of results reported may be related to both the array of ages studied and the subjective 
measures of maternal stress and mental health used. 
Researchers have also used more objective biological measures of maternal stress via measures 
of glucocorticoid and inflammation markers in the body and their link with brain morphology. Elevated 
maternal prenatal cortisol levels have been correlated with weaker hippocampal-cingulate resting state 
FC and stronger hippocampal-temporal lobe FC (Scheinost et al., 2020), increased frontal lobe cortical 
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thickness and cognitive performance in 6-9 year old children (Davis et al., 2017), and increased neural 
network connectivity and internalizing symptoms in 6-9 year old female offspring only (Kim et al., 2017). 
Further, elevated prenatal cortisol was associated with neonatal amygdala connectivity that was 
decreased in boys and increased in girls; amygdala connectivity in turn mediated the link between 
maternal cortisol and internalizing symptoms in girls at two years of age (Graham et al., 2019). In the 
same cohort, higher levels of maternal prenatal interleukin-6 (IL-6) was positively correlated with neonatal 
larger right amygdala volume and stronger bilateral amygdala connectivity, which mediated a correlation 
between IL-6 and impulse control at two years of age (Graham et al., 2018). Maternal prenatal IL-6 levels 
were also inversely related to white matter integrity of the uncinate fasciculus and the rate of white matter 
myelination across the first year of life (Rasmussen et al., 2019). 
The structure and function of the prefrontal-amygdala brain circuitry may be particularly revealing 
in understanding how prenatal maternal stress impacts neurodevelopment. Although this circuit, which 
undergoes a shift in connectivity around ten years of age that enhances the ability to regulate emotions 
(Gee, Humphreys, et al., 2013), is vulnerable to early life stress in the postnatal period (Callaghan & 
Tottenham, 2016) it is unknown if this trajectory is vulnerable to prenatal maternal stress. It is therefore 
crucial to unravel this relationship in children under ten years of age to clarify the risk posed by prenatal 
storm stress and identify potential targets for clinical intervention. Identification of aberrations in brain 
structure and function related to prenatal storm stress and emotion regulation may improve understanding 
of these processes and better inform intervention efforts. Experiments 5 and 6 of this dissertation present 
pilot data on the link between natural disaster-related 
prenatal maternal stress and offspring neurodevelopment of 
this circuit. 
Superstorm Sandy 
Hurricane Sandy formed in the Atlantic Ocean near 
the Caribbean in late October 2012 (see Figure 1.2, from 
NOAA, 2017). At its peak strength, the storm was a 
category-3 hurricane. It reached the New Jersey shore of Hurricane Sandy approaches the northeast 
coast on 10/29/12 (NOAA, 2017). 
Figure 1.2. Hurricane Sandy 10/29/12 
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the United States on October 29th, when it went from a category-2 hurricane to a post-tropical cyclone 
(NOAA, 2017), or more colloquially, a “superstorm.” In New York City, the storm brought a nine-foot storm 
surge and 79 miles per hour winds at John F. Kennedy Airport (NOAA, 2017). Significant losses brought 
by the storm include the historic two-day shut down of the New York Stock exchange, nearly eight million 
customers without electricity across 15 states, New York City public schools closed for five days, the 
Metropolitan Transit Authority in New York City incurred nearly five billion dollars in infrastructure 
damage, and nearly 150 people died, including 53 in the state of New York (CNN Library, 2018). 
The current study 
Two years prior to this devastating natural disaster, a longitudinal birth cohort study led by Dr. 
Yoko Nomura began recruiting pregnant women from their prenatal care clinic in New York City. The goal 
was to evaluate maternal mental health during pregnancy and chart child development postnatally. Dr. 
Nomura secured funding from the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) to expand recruitment from 
Manhattan to affected areas in Queens (for full cohort profile see (Finik & Nomura, 2017). The total 
sample of 416 mother-child dyads that continue to be followed up with postnatally is heterogeneous with 
respect to race, marital status, and education level. 
Data on maternal characteristics that have been collected include demographic information, 
substance use, family history of psychopathology, maternal history and current psychopathology, 
stressful life event history, perceived stress, and medical history. Maternal blood and urine were collected 
during pregnancy, and placenta tissue, umbilical cord blood, and meconium microbiome were collected at 
birth. Postnatally, questionnaires measuring parent-child bond, social support, the home environment, 
and environmental exposure were added.  
To gauge maternal experience during Superstorm Sandy, self-report questionnaires were 
administered assessing posttraumatic symptoms and objective stressors related to the storm, including 
financial loss and injury. Child annual assessments include medical history, temperament, 
psychopathology symptoms, behavioral difficulties, cognitive development, socio-emotional development, 
and motor skills. Assessments also include the recording of sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous 
system activity during periods of rest and a period of startling sounds both from mother and child. 
Samples of hair, toenails, and saliva are also collected from mother and child. 
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The following experiments outline research findings that explore some of the outcomes of 
prenatal exposure to Superstorm Sandy. Experiments 1 and 2 focus on temperament, its measurement, 
sex differences, and links to prenatal maternal stress. The primary finding of interest relates to 
correlations between infant temperament and objective maternal stress related to Superstorm Sandy 
(Buthmann, Ham, et al., 2019). Additional findings discussed include an interaction between maternal 
mental health and prenatal storm stress predicting infant temperament (Nomura et al., 2019), trajectories 
of temperament development over the first two years of life in relation to prenatal storm stress exposure 
(Zhang, Rajendran, et al., 2018), and the association between temperament and sympathetic nervous 
system function (Buthmann et al., 2018). Experiments 3 and 4 focus on sympathetic nervous system 
function as measured by electrodermal activity (EDA). Specific findings include an interaction between 
prenatal storm stress and maternal mental health predicting offspring EDA in early childhood (Buthmann, 
Finik, et al., 2019) and an interaction between prenatal storm stress and offspring sex predicting early 
childhood EDA. Experiments 5 and 6 reviews the relationship between prenatal maternal stress and child 
brain development and details preliminary findings from a pilot study of prenatal storm stress and child 
prefrontal-limbic structure and function. 
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Chapter 2: Prenatal Storm Stress and Temperament 
Note: This chapter contains excerpts from: 
Buthmann, J., Ham, J., Davey, K., Finik, J., Dana, K., Pehme, P., Zhang, W., Glover, V., & Nomura, Y. 
(2019). Infant Temperament: Repercussions of Superstorm Sandy-Related Maternal Stress. Child 
Psychiatry & Human Development, 50(1), 150–162  
Buthmann, J., Finik, J., & Nomura, Y. (2018). Sex differences in the relations between infant 
temperament and electrodermal responses in early childhood. International Journal of Behavioral 
Development, 42(6), 535–542.  
 Temperament is a broad term that refers to an individual’s general patterns of emotionality, 
reactivity, and sociability (Bates et al., 1979). There is a long history of the study of temperament, its 
measurement, stability over time, basis in biology, and utility as a predictor of future mental health. 
Several factors contribute to the widespread study of temperament. It is readily observable through 
behavior, and therefore, measurable. Many questionnaires have been developed to evaluate the 
temperament of self and other. Indeed, parent-report measures are widely used to assess the 
temperament of children, as these characteristics are already observable in infancy. The multifaceted 
nature of temperament is also appealing, in that several domains of function can be evaluated under the 
umbrella of temperament. For example, the seminal work of Chess and Thomas (1977) identified nine 
traits relevant to temperament (activity level, rhythmicity, approach/withdrawal, adaptability, sensory 
threshold, quality of mood, intensity of mood expression, distractibility, and persistence/attention span) 
that formed three different profiles: easy, difficult, or slow to warm up temperament. Later work that 
culminated in the Infant Behavior Questionnaire identified fourteen traits (distress to limitations, sadness, 
fear, falling reactivity, duration of orientation, cuddliness, soothability, low-pleasure seeking, high-pleasure 
seeking, activity level, smiling and laughter, approach perceptual sensitivity, and vocal reactivity), which 
cluster under three higher order traits of negative affect/withdrawal, regulation/effortful control, and 
surgency/extraversion (Gartstein & Rothbart, 2003; Putnam et al., 2014). Thus, the study of temperament 
yields a rich and comprehensive approach to understanding many aspects of emotional health and 
mental wellbeing. 
Longitudinal studies have demonstrated the predictive utility of temperament measures, 
particularly in predicting symptoms of psychopathology. Aspects of temperament including adaptability, 
emotional reactivity, and activity level at two years of age has been found to predict onset of a psychotic 
disorder at seven years of age (Sayal et al., 2014). Externalizing symptoms include traits reflecting under-
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regulation of emotion such as aggression, hyperactivity, and impulsivity, encompassing psychopathy, and 
attention deficit-hyperactivity disorder. Internalizing, on the other hand, includes traits reflecting 
overregulation such as fearfulness, sadness, and inhibition, encompassing depression and anxiety 
disorders. Negative affect is a temperament measure derived from the Infant Behavior Questionnaire 
(Gartstein & Rothbart, 2003; Putnam et al., 2014) comprised of traits representing poor emotionality, such 
as sadness, fearfulness, and distress to limitations. Both internalizing and externalizing symptoms in 
preschool aged children were predicted by higher levels of negative affect in infancy (Gartstein et al., 
2012). Decreased fearfulness and inhibition at three years of age has been found to predict psychopathy 
in adults (Glenn et al., 2007). Internalizing symptoms have also been associated with less impulsivity and 
more sadness than control children and children with higher externalizing symptoms (Eisenberg et al., 
2001). Surgency/extraversion is also derived from the Infant Behavior Questionnaire, reflecting openness 
to new stimuli, activity level, and tendency to smile. This measure is predictive of good cognitive and 
social skills, and low internalizing symptoms (Davis & Suveg, 2014). Effortful control is another measure 
derived from the Infant Behavior Questionnaire reflecting good attentional control and ability to be 
soothed. This has been linked with lower externalizing symptoms in school-aged children, a correlation 
that strengthened with age (Valiente et al., 2003). Assessing temperament early in life may therefore 
serve as a useful predictor of future symptoms of psychopathology. 
There is mixed evidence that sex differences in child temperament may exist. For example, a 
meta-analysis by Else-Quest, Hyde, Goldsmith, and Van Hulle (2006) found that girls have higher 
regulation scores and lower surgency scores than boys ages three months to thirteen years. Other 
studies have found that the age of the child can affect results. Gartstein and Rothbart (2003) reported that 
after infancy boys have higher activity level scores and lower fearfulness scores than girls. Similarly, 
others have found girls rated as having a “difficult” temperament, as defined as more irritable and 
reactive, were more likely to grow out of this categorization than boys by age four (Maziade et al., 1989). 
Further, another group found that shyness predicted internalizing symptoms in both boys and girls from 
early childhood to eight and half years of age; however, boys with high activity levels did not demonstrate 
this trend (Karevold et al., 2011). Others still have found no sex differences (e.g., Schipper et al., 2008). As 
a whole, early measures of temperament may help researchers and clinicians to identify children at risk for 
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behavioral problems or psychopathology risk. Early detection efforts are key to improving well-being and 
preventing or delaying psychopathology onset. 
Experiment 1. Infant Temperament: Repercussions of Superstorm Sandy-Related Maternal Stress 
One way in which the study of temperament has proven fruitful is in research of the impact of 
prenatal maternal stress on offspring development. As reviewed in Chapter 1, many researchers have 
identified maladaptive outcomes, including altered stress response, increased anxiety symptoms, and 
abnormal social behaviors in offspring prenatally exposed to maternal stress. The ease of data collection 
via mother’s self-report and early emergence of temperament characteristics has made it a widely used 
measure of signs of dysregulated neurodevelopment in offspring as early as infancy. More stressful life 
events occurring during pregnancy was associated with 16–18-month-old child temperament, 
characterized by abnormal regularity, attention, and persistence scores (Zhu et al., 2014). Prenatal 
maternal anxiety symptoms were associated with elevated emotion dysregulation at four years of age 
(O’Connor et al., 2002). Independent of maternal history of abuse and anxiety symptoms, McGrath et al. 
(2008) found that maternal prenatal depression symptoms were associated with significantly worse 
temperament in offspring at 2-6 months of age. Looking at more objective biological measures, maternal 
prenatal cortisol indirectly predicted three-month-old infant fearfulness and distress to limitations via low 
birth weight (Baibazarova et al., 2013). Researchers have also examined the effects of stressors 
occurring in the postnatal period as having a potential impact on offspring temperament. Maternal stress 
related to bereavement was associated with lifetime risk of completed suicide if it occurred in the first 
postnatal year, and with risk of autism spectrum disorder if it occurred in second postnatal year (Class et 
al., 2014). Pagliaccio et al. (2014) found a negative correlation between stressful life events experienced 
in the first 3-5 years of life and cortisol levels. Further, that early life stress interacted with variation in 
polymorphisms in genes related to the HPA-axis system to predict altered hippocampal and amygdala 
volumes in the left hemisphere at 7-12 years of age (Pagliaccio et al., 2014). Early life institutional rearing 
and maltreatment have also been associated with emotion dysregulation and amygdala volume 
(Tottenham et al., 2010) and uncinate fasciculus structural integrity (Hanson et al., 2015), respectively. 
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Both prenatal and postnatal events appear to have in influence on child temperament and emotion 
regulation abilities.  
Natural disaster studies have also related prenatal storm stress with infant temperament. 
Tracking children prenatally exposed to the Quebec Ice Storm of 1998, Laplante et al. (2016) found that 
subjective maternal stress predicted characteristics of difficult temperament, including fussiness, dullness, 
and need for attention, at six months of age. They also found that maternal illness during pregnancy was 
associated with infant temperament, but in a manner independent from storm-related stress. A research 
group following children prenatally exposed to the Queensland Flood of 2011 found that objective 
including property damage and financial loss, rather than subjective stressors, was associated with 
increased anxiety symptoms at four years of age (McLean et al., 2018). The group also found that male 
offspring of mothers that encountered more objective and subjective stressors during pregnancy exhibited 
more behavioral problems than female offspring (Lequertier et al., 2019). In contrast, 2–12-month-old 
children displayed more difficult temperament traits in correlation with maternal posttraumatic stress 
disorder, depression, and hostility, rather than in correlation with prenatal exposure to 2005’s Hurricane 
Katrina (Tees et al., 2010). 
Superstorm Sandy, as described in Chapter 1, affected the New York metropolitan area, which is 
a culturally and ethnically diverse region. We endeavored to examine the relationship between prenatal 
storm stress and offspring temperament in a racially heterogenous sample. Objective and subjective 
measures of maternal storm stress were collected prospectively via questionnaire data. The timing of the 
pregnancy in relation to the occurrence of the storm was also prospectively recorded. At six months 
postpartum mothers reported on child temperament. We hypothesized that both objective and subjective 
stress measures would be related to child temperament, specifically that higher levels of both would 
correlate with high levels of negative affective and low levels of surgency and regulation. As an 
exploratory aim, we analyzed individual subscales of our objective stress measure to determine if specific 
aspects of storm-related stress (e.g., injury, financial loss) were more closely related to offspring 
temperament. Further, we hypothesized that the timing of the storm in relation to the pregnancy would be 
associated with temperament, such that prenatal exposure would be more closely related than exposure 
before the pregnancy or after birth. 
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Experiment 1 Methods 
Participants 
The study included 380 mother–child dyads part of an ongoing birth cohort study at two New York 
metropolitan area prenatal obstetrics and gynecological (OB/GYN) clinics. Participating mothers were 
originally recruited from the prenatal OB/GYN clinic at Mt. Sinai Hospital, which draws patients from East 
Harlem and the South Bronx in New York City. In 2012, the study expanded recruitment to women in the 
OB/GYN Department at New York Presbyterian Queens, which draws patients from Queens and Long 
Island, New York. Mount Sinai Hospital is located approximately 1 mile from the East River, which surged 
and flooded major roadways in Manhattan. New York Presbyterian Queens is located approximately 2.5 
miles from Flushing Bay, which also surged and resulted in flooding, and 15 miles from the Rockaway 
Beach area that was severely damaged by the storm. Criteria for exclusion included HIV infection, 
maternal psychosis, maternal age < 15 years, or life-threatening medical complications of the fetus. The 
study was approved by the institutional review board at Mt. Sinai Hospital, New York Presbyterian 
Queens Hospital, and CUNY Queens College. Written informed consent was obtained from all eligible 
women for all study procedures. Detailed information can be found in the study’s cohort profile (Finik & 
Nomura, 2017). 
Measures 
Temperament. The 91-item Infant Behavior Questionnaire-Revised (IBQ-R; Gartstein & Rothbart, 
2003; Putnam et al., 2014) was the primary outcome measure. It is a widely used, reliable, and validated 
parent-report measure of infant temperament. At 6 months postpartum mothers reported the relative 
frequency of specified infant behaviors in the past week on a seven-point Likert scale from 1 (never) to 7 
(always), with an option to indicate that she had not observed her child in the situation in question. The 
mean age of the infants at the time the IBQ-R was completed was 6.96 months (SD = 2.71, range = 
11.9). The IBQ-R consists of 14 subscales which yield three composite scores (negative affect, emotion 
regulation, and surgency/extraversion), according to the formula prepared by the creators of the 
instrument. Negative affect consists of distress to limitations, sadness, fear, and reverse coded falling 
reactivity. Regulation consists of duration of orientation, cuddliness, soothability, and low pleasure 
seeking. Surgency consists of high pleasure seeking, activity level, smiling and laughter, approach, 
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perceptual sensitivity, and vocal reactivity. These composite scales were reported to have high internal 
reliability, with a reported Cronbach’s alpha of 0.91 for negative affect, 0.91 for emotion regulation, and 
0.92 for surgency (Putnam et al., 2014). 
Superstorm Sandy exposure measures. Our main predictors included objective and subjective 
measures of Superstorm Sandy related stressors. Specifically, data assessing objective hardship, 
subjective distress, and timing of the pregnancy in relation to Superstorm Sandy (before, during, or after 
Superstorm Sandy) were collected immediately after the storm or at the time of enrollment. Each of these 
measures are described in detail below. 
The specific gestational timing during which Superstorm Sandy occurred was calculated based 
on the date of birth of the child and the day the storm hit the metropolitan New York area (October 29, 
2012). They were grouped in three categories: children born before the storm who experienced it early in 
life (postnatal group, 46% of the sample), children in utero during the storm (in utero group, 44% of the 
sample), and children who were not exposed to the storm (preconception group, 10% of the sample). 
Objective hardship due to Superstorm Sandy was assessed with the Storm32 measure 
developed by King and Laplante (2005) based on Bromet and Dew’s (1995) review. The questionnaire 
produces four dimensions of hardship as objectively and systematically as possible. Those four 
dimensions include threat, loss, scope, and change. Threat measures the degree to which life or injury to 
self or others was threatened by the event. Financial loss refers to loss of income and property damage. 
Scope measures amount of time without electricity and telephone. Change is the degree of disruption to 
living arrangements. Each dimension was weighted equally on a scale of 0 to 8, ranging from no to high 
hardship due to the disaster. Convergent validity is demonstrated in the correlations among these four 
scales and with the subjective distress scale described below (all p < .01). 
The Impact of Event Scale-Revised (IES-R) was used to measure maternal subjective distress 
related to Superstorm Sandy (Weiss & Marmar, 1997). Questions asked how respondents felt about the 
disaster in the seven days after the event. The 22-item IES-R, which has a high internal consistency 
(Cronbach’s α = .92), assesses three dimensions of post-traumatic stress disorder (intrusion, 
hyperarousal, and avoidance). Items are responded to on a five-point Likert scale (0 - 4), producing a 
theoretical range of 0 to 88. Convergent validity is demonstrated in the correlations between this scale 
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and all four subscales of objective hardship described above and the state anxiety measure described 
below (all p < .01). 
Potential confounders. A host of variables potentially related to child temperament or experience 
during Superstorm Sandy were collected, including demographic characteristics, pregnancy and birth 
outcomes, and maternal physical and mental health. 
Self-reported maternal age, education, parity (i.e., number of lifetime pregnancy including 
miscarriages and abortions), and marital status were collected at the time of enrollment in the study. 
Traditional indicators of pregnancy outcomes (e.g., birth weight, gestational age), history of birth 
complications (e.g., C-section, forceps delivery, premature rupture of membrane), and neonatal problems 
(jaundice, neonatal intensive care unit admission, shoulder dystocia) were collected at birth via electronic 
medical records. The number of birth complications formed a birth complication index used for analysis. 
Information on two common forms of maternal medical illness during pregnancy, endocrine 
disorders and infection, was collected both via medical chart reviews and maternal self-report. Endocrine 
disorders included gestational diabetes mellitus, preeclampsia, and gestation-induced hypertension. 
Infection included vaginal infection and sexually transmitted infection such as chlamydia, herpes simplex, 
group B streptococcus, and human papillomavirus. 
The Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale (EPDS; Murray & Carothers, 1990), a widely utilized 
self-report inventory of pre- and postnatal depression, measured depression symptomatology during 
pregnancy. Mothers reported how they felt in the past seven days on a four-point Likert scale. Response 
options included “yes, all the time,” “yes, most of the time,” “no, not very often,” and “no, not at all.” The 
total score on all items, after certain items were reverse scored, yielded the “maternal depression” scale. 
The inventory has acceptable reliability (Cronbach’s α = .74 during pregnancy, Cronbach’s α = .79 after 
pregnancy), satisfactory sensitivity (79%) and specificity (85%). Depression symptomatology was assessed 
during the second trimester and repeated at postpartum when infants were assessed at 6 months of age. 
These two scores are highly correlated with each other and the maternal state anxiety and negative life 
events measures described below (all p < 01.) 
The State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI; Spielberger, 1983) measures the temporary condition of 
state anxiety and long-standing quality of trait anxiety. Each type is assessed by 20 statements that may or 
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may not describe the participants, responded to on a 4-point Likert scale ranging from 1 “not at all” to 4 “very 
much so.” The current study used state anxiety to measure of anxiety during the second trimester 
(Cronbach’s α = .92). Convergent validity is demonstrated in the significant correlations between this 
measure and stressful life events (described below), maternal depression, and subjective storm distress 
measures described above (all p < .01). 
The Psychiatric Epidemiology Research Interview Life Events Scale (PERI; Dohrenwend et al., 
1978) assessed the occurrence of stressful events in five major areas of life: relationships, health, legal 
matters, work and financials, and friendships. Mothers reported their experiences with stressful life events in 
those five areas of life during the second trimester. They endorsed for specific events and reported the 
valence (i.e., positive or negative) associated with each. This measure is widely used, has been shown to 
have good validity with narrative reports of life events, and has low intra-category variability (Dohrenwend, 
2006). We used the total number of negative life events reported by the mothers as our measure of stressful 
life events. Convergent validity is demonstrated in the significant correlations between this measure and 
maternal depression and state anxiety measures (all p < .01). 
Data analysis 
All analyses were conducted using SPSS version 23 (IBM, Inc.). First, descriptive statistics were 
calculated to evaluate the correlation, mean, and standard deviation (SD) among the three composite 
temperament scores (i.e., negative affect, emotion regulation, and surgency), nine measures of maternal 
characteristics, (i.e., state anxiety, stressful life events, prenatal depression, postnatal depression, the 
number of birth complications, maternal age, parity, education attainment, endocrine disorders and 
infections), three child characteristics, (i.e., birthweight gestational age at birth, and sex), and objective 
and subjective Sandy-related stress, and gestational timing of exposure (before, during, or after 
gestation). 
Prior to the analysis, the three temperament subscales were evaluated for normality by examining 
univariate indices of skewness. These subscales were normally distributed and consequently no 
transformation was applied. The frequency of missing data in this sample was negligible (less than 0.6%) 
for all variables except temperament variables (5.2%). No substitutions or imputations were used. 
Subjects with missing data did not significantly differ from the rest of the sample. Followed by the initial 
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descriptive statistics, multivariable analysis was conducted using a general linear model (GLM) to 
examine the main effects of Sandy-related stress variables (i.e., threat, loss, scope, change, subjective 
distress, and exposure timing) simultaneously on each of the three temperament outcomes separately. All 
analyses were performed first without potential confounders (Model 1), then with potential confounders, 
including a priori determined maternal and child demographic confounders and prenatal problems (i.e., 
maternal age, parity, obstetric complication, maternal education, birthweight, gestational age, endocrine 
illness, and infection during pregnancy; Model 2), and finally with additional normative, non-Sandy related 
stress (i.e., stressful life events, state-anxiety, prenatal and postnatal depression symptomatology; Model 
3). In order to control for Type I errors due to multiple testing (3 models), we made an adjustment using 
the Benjamini–Hochberg procedure (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995; Benjamini & Yekutieli, 2001). The 
model specifications for each temperament dimension are as follows: 
Model 1: Y(temperament)i = β0 + β1Threati + β2Lossi + β3Scopei + β4Changei + β5SubjectiveStressi + 
β6Timingi + ε 
Model 2: Y(temperament)i = β0 + β1Threati + β2Lossi + β3Scopei + β4Changei + β5SubjectiveStressi + 
β6Timingi + β7MotherAgei + β8Parityi + β9ObstetricComplicationi + β10MaternalEdui + β11BirthWeighti + 
β12GestationalAgei + β13Endocrinei + β14Infectioni + ε 
Model 3: Y(temperament)i = β0 + β1Threati + β2Lossi + β3Scopei + β4Changei + β5SubjectiveStressi + 
β6Timingi + β7MotherAgei + β8Parityi + β9ObstetricComplicationi + β10MaternalEdui + β11BirthWeighti + 
β12GestationalAgei + β13Endocrinei + β14Infectioni + β15NegativeEventsi + β16PrenatalDepressioni + 
β17Anxietyi + β18PostnatalDepressioni + ε 
Experiment 1 Results 
Demographic Characteristics of Participants 
The mean age of mothers was 27. Mothers had, on average, approximately three pregnancies 
prior to the index pregnancy in the present study. The majority of participants were Hispanic (50%) or 
Black (24%), then White (15%) or Asian (10%). Slightly more than half of the mothers were single (55%), 
and 44% were either married or in a common law marriage. Approximately 50% were girls and 50% were 
boys. Approximately 46% of the total sample was pregnant prior to Superstorm Sandy and their offspring 
experienced the storm in the postnatal period. Of the postnatal group, a majority were Hispanic (45%) or 
Black (38%), 66% had single mothers, 53.7% were male, and the mean age of the mother was 27.7 (SD 
= 6.2). Forty-four percent of participants were pregnant at the time of Superstorm Sandy with offspring 
experiencing the storm in utero. Of the in utero group, more than half were Hispanic (56%), 44.4% had 
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single mothers, 52% were male, and the mean age of the mother was 27.49 (SD = 5.67).  The remaining 
10% were conceived after the storm. Of the pre-conception group, nearly half were Hispanic (47%), 
nearly half had single mothers (47.2%), 25% were male, and the mean age of the mother was 26.29 (SD 
= 6.3). The mean age of the infants at the time the IBQ-R was completed was 6.96 months (SD = 2.71, 
range = 11.9). Additional demographic characteristics can be found in Table 2.1.  
Correlations and Mean (SD) among Predictors and Child Temperament Scales  
Means and standard deviations (SDs) of the outcome variables are as follows: negative affect M 
= 3.42, SD = 0.86; regulation M = 5.32, SD = 0.69; and surgency M = 5.26, SD = 0.86. Means and 
standard deviations of the main predictors, Superstorm Sandy related stress, are as follows: threat M = 
0.44, SD = 1.00; loss M = 0.68, SD = 1.29; scope M = 0.43, SD = 1.25; change M =1.08, SD = 1.05; and 
subjective distress M = 7.85, SD = 12.88. Means, SDs, and ranges of all variables used in the study can 
be found in Table 2.2.  
Table 2.3 shows the correlations among predictors and the outcomes: the three composite 
temperament scores of negative affect, emotion regulation, and surgency/extraversion. The three 
temperament dimensions were correlated with each other. Surgency was positively correlated with 
regulation and negative affect, and regulation was negatively correlated with negative affect. Surgency 
was negatively correlated with postnatal maternal depression, maternal age, and maternal education, 
indicating fewer surgency/extraversion tendencies as those variables increased. Regulation was 
negatively correlated with prenatal maternal anxiety and depression and postnatal maternal depression, 
indicating poorer regulation abilities as those variables increased. Negative affect was negatively 
correlated with prenatal maternal anxiety, indicating more negative affect tendencies as anxiety 
increased. Negative affect was positively correlated with number of maternal stressful life events, prenatal 
and postnatal depression, and subjective storm stress, indicating more negative affect tendencies as 
those variables increased. Exposure timing was correlated with regulation and negative affect such that 





General Linear Model Predicting Temperament 
Results of the conducted multivariable general linear models predicting infant temperament 
dimensions of negative affect, emotion regulation, and surgency/extraversion are found in Table 2.4. 
Timing of storm exposure. As hypothesized, the timing of the occurrence of Superstorm Sandy in 
relation to the timing of the pregnancy (i.e., before, during, or after the pregnancy) predicted negative 
affect after controlling for confounders in Model 2 (p = .03) and Model 3 (p = .02, partial η2 = .01), such 
that children exposed to these factors postnatally had the greatest negative affect scores. Exposure 
timing was also marginally associated with regulation in Model 1 (p = .06) and significantly associated in 
Model 2 (p = .05) and in Model 3 (p = .03, partial η2 = .02). Similar to negative affect, this suggested a 
decline in regulation among offspring if they were exposed to the storm during pregnancy or shortly after 
the birth of the infants. Exposure timing was not significantly associated with surgency. 
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Table 2.1. Demographic Characteristics of the Sample Population. 
 
 Total sample  
(N = 380) 
Postnatal         
(N = 175) 
In utero            
(N = 169) 
Preconception  
(N = 36) 
Parents’ age Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 
Mother’s age  27.45   5.97 27.67 6.24 27.49 5.67 26.09   6.3 
Father’s age  29.84    7.20  30.03  8.05  29.94  6.39   6.34   1.05 
Parity   2.78   2.01  3.23 2.25  2.43 1.62  2.31 2.07 
Race    N     %    N     %    N     %    N     % 
Hispanic 189  49.7  78 44.6  94 55.6  17 47.2 
Black   92  24.2  59 33.7  25 14.8    8 22.2 
White   55  14.5  19 10.9  29 17.2    7 19.4 
Asian   37  9.7  17 9.7  18 10.7   2  5.6 
Other     7  1.8  2  1.1    3  1.8   2  5.6 
Marital status    N   %    N     %    N     %    N     % 
Single 207  54.5 115 65.7  75 44.4  17 47.2 
Married 147  38.7  50 28.6  79 46.7  18 50.0 
Common Law Marriage   21 5.5   8 4.6 12 7.1  1  2.8 
Divorced/separated     3  0.8   1 0.6   2  1.2  0  0.0 
Widowed     2  0.5   1 0.6   1  0.6  0  0.0 
Education level    N  %    N     %    N     %    N     % 
Primary school   13 3.4   4 2.3   7 4.1  2  5.6 
Some high school   48 12.6  31 17.7  13  7.7  4 11.1 
High school GED   84  22.1  47 26.9  30 17.8  7 19.4 
Some college 100  26.3  39 22.3  47 27.8 14 38.9 
Associate degree   39  10.3  15  8.6  22 13.0  2  5.6 
Bachelor’s degree   54  14.2  22 12.6  27 16.0  5 13.9 
Graduate/professional   42  11.1  17  9.7  23 13.6  2   5.6 
Child Sex    N  %    N     %    N     %    N     % 
Boys 190  50.0  94 53.7  87 51.5  9 25 
Girls 190  50.0  81 46.3  82 48.5 27 75 
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Table 2.2. Means and Standard Deviations for Outcomes and Predictors. 
Total sample 
(N = 380) 
Postnatal  
(N = 175) 
In utero  
(N = 169) 
Preconception 
(N = 36) 
Child characteristics Mean SD Range Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 
  Surgency   5.26  0.86   4.33 5.17 0.89 5.29 0.80 5.21 0.83 
  Regulation    5.32 0.69   3.30 5.32 0.68 5.15 0.67 5.11 0.57 
  Negative affect   3.42 0.86   4.86 3.44 0.92 3.60 0.77 3.67 0.72 
  Birth complications   0.17 0.37   1.00 0.20 0.40 0.15 0.36 0.10 0.30 
  Birthweight (kg)   3.19 0.61   4.56 3.15 0.57 3.30 0.56 3.09 0.66 
  Gestational age (wks) 38.93  2.02 18.34 38.92 1.98 39.06 1.98 38.55 2.42 
Maternal characteristics Mean SD Range Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 
Postpartum depression   5.7  5.2 24 5.6 5.2 6.1 5.1 6.3 4.8 
  State anxiety 38.3 11.7 54 37.8 11.9 37.9 11.7 42.3 10.5 
  Negative life events   1.5  2.0 10 1.6 2.0 1.4 2.0 2.1 2.9 
  Endocrine illness, N (%)     48   13%   -- 30 17% 16 10% 2 6% 
  Infection, N (%)    77   20%   -- 39 22% 31 18% 7 19% 
Disaster related factors Mean SD Range Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD 
 Threat   0.46  1.02 8 0.43 0.08 0.53 0.08 0.31 0.13 
 Loss   0.73  1.31 8 0.61 0.09 0.85 0.11 0.80 0.22 
 Scope   0.45  1.28 8 0.44 0.09 0.48 0.12 0.38 0.12 
 Change   1.20  1.01 8 1.01 0.08 1.18 0.08 1.20 0.23 
 Subjective distress   7.85 12.89   88 7.04 0.91 8.52 0.98 8.62 3.26 
SD = standard deviation




Table 2.4. Summary of Multivariable General Linear Model. 
Note: +p < .1, *p < .05, **p < .01. aModel 1 includes only Superstorm Sandy related trauma, including threat, loss, scope, change, distress, and the 
time the participant was exposed to the disaster (prenatal, during, and postnatal); bModel 2 includes all predictors in Model 1 after adjusting for 
maternal age, parity, pregnancy complication, maternal education, birth weight, gestational age, endocrine illness and infection (in pregnancy); 
and cModel 3 additionally include stressful life events, state anxiety, and depression during pregnancy and postnatal depression. d End illness 







Disaster related hardship. As hypothesized, objective measures of hardship related to the storm 
correlated with negative affect and emotion regulation. More time without phone or electricity was 
associated with an increase in negative affect tendencies (p = .05). This association remained significant 
when other demographics, obstetric, and maternal illness risks were controlled for in Model 2 (p = .04), 
and with further adjustment of prenatal stress unrelated to the storm in Model 3 (p = .02, partial η2 = .03). 
More financial loss was also (p < .01) associated with increased negative affect. The association 
remained significant in both Model 2 (p = .02) and Model 3 (p = .05, partial η2 = .01).  
More financial loss was associated with decreased regulation abilities in Model 1 (p = .05). The 
association remained significant in both Model 2 (p = .01) and Model 3 (p < .01, partial η2 = .01). Threat of 
injury was only marginally (p = .06) associated with decreased regulation in Model 1, until confounders 
were adjusted, and the associations became significant in Model 2 (p = .01) and Model 3 (p < .01, partial 
η2 = .01). There was no notable association with surgency and disaster related hardship. 
Subjective distress. Subjective distress related to Superstorm Sandy was not significantly 
associated with any of the three temperament dimensions. 
Experiment 1 Summary 
In this study we examined the effects of maternal hardship and subjective distress during 
Superstorm Sandy and its timing in relation to the index pregnancy on infant temperament. Four findings 
are notable. First, in line with our hypotheses, aspects of hardship including financial loss and scope of 
time without electricity or phone access were associated with more negative affect in infancy. Further, 
decreased emotion regulation was associated with financial loss and threat of injury to self or others. 
Second, the timing of the exposure to Superstorm Sandy (i.e., before, during, or shortly after birth) was 
associated with increased negative affect and decreased emotion regulation, such that infants who 
experienced the storm early in the postnatal period had the highest negative affect and lowest emotion 
regulation scores. Third, these associations remained significant after adjusting the statistical model for 
other risk factors, including demographic information, obstetrics, maternal stress unrelated to the storm, 
maternal health problems during pregnancy, and maternal prenatal and postnatal depression. Fourth, 
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contrary to expectations, we found no notable associations with the temperament dimension of surgency 
and storm variables, nor was subjective storm stress related to any dimension of infant temperament. 
Our findings are largely consistent with the results of Laplante et al. (2016) who studied a cohort 
of mothers and children exposed to the 1998 Quebec Ice Storm and unlike the results of Tees et al. 
(2010) who found that maternal mental health, but not exposure to Hurricane Katrina, predicted infant 
temperament. Interestingly, we found that maternal subjective distress related to Superstorm Sandy did 
not predict any of the temperament dimensions (emotion regulation, negative affect, surgency), whereas 
Laplante et al. found that subjective distress predicted all three dimensions that they measured, namely 
fussiness/difficulty, dullness, and need for attention. Similarly, a group studying the 2011 Queensland 
Flood found that subjective maternal distress predicted interpersonal skills in offspring (Yong Ping et al., 
2015). Laplante et al. measured infant temperament via the parent-report Infant Characteristics 
Questionnaire (ICQ; Bates et al., 1979), whereas we used the parent-report Infant Behavior 
Questionnaire-Revised (IBQ-R; Gartstein & Rothbart, 2003; Putnam et al., 2014). The IBQ-R is thought to 
encompass a broader range of temperament traits than the ICQ, and is more closely correlated with the 
Revised Infant Temperament Questionnaire (RITQ), which follows the nine temperament dimensions 
identified by the New York Longitudinal Study, a defining study on infant temperament (Chess & Thomas, 
1977). Furthermore, it is notable that Laplante et al. only assessed children exposed in utero, Tees et al., 
assessed children exposed in utero or shortly before conception, and we assessed children exposed in 
utero, shortly before conception, or in the early postnatal period. Our finding that children exposed in the 
early postnatal period displayed the highest negative affect and lowest emotion regulation scores is 
therefore unique, as that exposure was not included in prior studies. 
Other findings from our research group support the results from this study. An initial analysis 
found that prenatal maternal depression as measured by a cutoff score of twelve or higher on the 
Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale (EPDS; Murray & Carothers, 1990) predicted decreased smiling 
and laughter, soothability, recovery from distress, cuddliness, and increased sadness scores at six 
months of age (Nomura et al., 2019). When stratified by prenatal Superstorm Sandy exposure, children 
exposed to both prenatal maternal depression and storm-related stress displayed increased activity 
levels, distress to limitations, approach, and sadness scores. Although this analysis did not include the 
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higher order temperament dimensions of emotion regulation, negative affect, and surgency, the results 
point to a similar trend: maternal stress related to the storm predicts poor temperament profiles in 
offspring as early as infancy. A second study conducted by our research group also supports this. To 
evaluate the impact of prenatal Superstorm Sandy stress from infancy through early childhood, we 
examined trajectories of temperament in relation to storm exposure at six, twelve, eighteen, and twenty-
four months of age. At six months old, children prenatally exposed exhibited higher scores on high-
intensity stimulus pleasure, approach, perceptual sensitivity, and fearfulness, as well as lower cuddliness 
and duration of orientation/attention scores (Zhang, Rajendran, et al., 2018). The trajectories of children 
exposed vs. unexposed to the storm prenatally was different as well, such that exposed children has 
greater increases in activity level and greater decreases in high-intensity stimulus pleasure, approach, 
and fearfulness from six to twenty-four months of age. Further analysis revealed an interaction between 
objective and subjective maternal storm stress, such that children exposed to both in utero had greater 
increases in activity level than all other subjects (Zhang et al., 2018). 
These two studies in conjunction with the current study show a clear relationship between 
maternal stress related to Superstorm Sandy and alterations in infant offspring temperament. Zhang et 
al.’s findings in particular allude to longer lasting aberrant temperament profiles. The current results that 
financial adversity and the occurrence of the disaster in the early postnatal period correlated with poor 
temperament outcomes underscore the importance of psychosocial stability for mother and child. 
Importantly, this was found in a racially heterogenous sample while statistically covarying for other 
important factors, including prior stress. Although the stress caused by natural disasters might now be 
preventable, mental health services and other support for new and expectant mothers who experience 
natural disasters and other stressful events may mitigate their impact. Increased awareness that maternal 
stress related to natural disasters may have a negative impact on infant temperament, which has been 
repeatedly linked to risk for development of future neurodevelopmental problems (Lahey et al., 2008; 
Rettew & McKee, 2005), is warranted. Taken together, our findings add to the growing body of literature 




Limitations of the current study highlight several areas for future investigation. Mothers are 
typically considered the best informant of her child’s temperament, especially in infancy; however, 
multiple informants or independent observation of infant temperament could have strengthened our 
findings. Importantly, we controlled for maternal depressive symptomatology, a known confounder of child 
temperament reporting. Readers should nonetheless be mindful that maternal perception could have 
influenced her temperament reporting. Future studies may consider collecting biological samples of child 
steroid hormones, inflammation markers, and autonomic nervous system function as an objective 
measure of stress response to bolster temperament score interpretation. Samples of maternal cortisol 
during pregnancy would have validated our measures of stress. Additionally, it is also possible that being 
pregnant or having an infant during a natural disaster makes the event more stressful. This is a possibility 
that was not factored into our analyses. Moreover, identification of trimester-specific vulnerability to 
prenatal maternal stress was not the focus of this study but would greatly improve understanding of 
sensitive period for neurodevelopment during gestation. Lack of data about the father of the child 
constitutes a further limitation. Roughly half of the mothers in the sample were single and unable to provide 
information about paternal stress of mental health, which would have helped form a more comprehensive 
picture of factors contributing to the child’s development. We must also cautiously interpret our findings in 
relation to other types of stressors expecting mothers face. Press coverage, environmental cues, and other 
lasting consequences of natural disasters may make associated stressors substantially different. Similarly, 
we also would like to acknowledge that reliability of change, one of the disaster-specific scales, was poor. 
We considered removing this subscale from the analysis, however, as it is one of the four scales of the 
objective hardship instrument and contains important information about evacuation and change of 
residence during the storm, we felt the benefits of keeping it in the analysis outweighed the limitation it 
presented. Nevertheless, findings with those specific question items should be carefully interpreted. Lastly, 
we must take into account the small effect sizes of the associations reported in this study. However, while 
interpretation of the results needs to be cautious, it is important to note that a small effect size may still 
have an angle of trajectory such that the difference grows as children ages. 
Despite limited generalizability to pre- and postnatal stressors other than natural disasters (as 
discussed above), this evidence is a part of a growing body of literature of human and animal models 
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pointing to the existence of critical periods for neurodevelopment. It is notable that we included children 
exposed to the storm in the early postnatal period. Although Laplante et al (2016) and Tees et al., (2010) 
did not, this was the group with the negative temperament characteristics most strongly correlated with 
Superstorm Sandy. Further investigation of potential mediators and moderators of the relationship 
between early life and gestational stress and poor infant temperament traits will aid the development of 
strategies to prevent this outcome in the face of unavoidable, widespread stressful events like natural 
disasters. These factors may include epigenetics, mother-child bond, or presence of social support 
structures such as therapeutic intervention. 
Compounded importance of the present findings stem from recent calls to increase replication of 
research from the National Institutes of Health (Collins & Tabak, 2014). Psychological science has 
suffered from a lack of reproducibility, calling the validity of the results of many studies into questions. 
This has been particularly difficult in natural disaster research, which presents the unique challenge of 
collecting data in a timely manner and accurately quantifying participants’ disaster experience. 
Additionally, from the similarities between our findings and that of Laplante et al., (2016) we are able to 
infer that natural disasters with difference characteristics, e.g., ice versus rain, may have similar effects on 
offspring. Replication extending these findings to other extraordinary events such as earthquakes and 
wildfires will further our understanding of the ways in which these occurrences can be passed on from 
one generation to the next. 
The next experiment details electrodermal activity as a measure of sympathetic nervous system 
function, validity as a neurodevelopment biomarker, and relation with prenatal stress exposure. 
Experiment 2. Sex differences in the relations between infant temperament and electrodermal 
responses in early childhood 
 Temperament is a valuable measure of child neurodevelopment, predictor of future risk for 
psychopathological impairment, and relatively stable trait across the lifespan. It is, however, a subjective 
measure with no one agreed upon method of evaluation. Physiological measures offer a more objective 
assessment of neurodevelopment with standardized methodologies and clearer links to behavior, 
personality, and psychopathology. Electrodermal activity (EDA) is one such measure. EDA, also referred 
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to as skin conductance or galvanic skin response, is a direct measure of sympathetic nervous system 
(SNS) function. The SNS, thought of as the “fight or flight” system, becomes more active in times of fear, 
threat, and general stress. It is also known to be irregular in several types of psychopathologies related to 
the under or over regulation of emotion (Chen et al., 2015; Dieleman et al., 2015). EDA has a moderate to 
large genetic basis and is somewhat stable over time (Tuvblad et al., 2012). The SNS is intrinsically 
linked to the stress response system, the HPA axis. Corticotropin releasing hormone stimulates cortisol 
production from the adrenal glands via adrenocorticotropic hormone, which in turn stimulates the release 
of norepinephrine from the locus coeruleus (Curtis et al., 2002). Norepinephrine is the primary 
neurotransmitter driving SNS function, especially in times of stress. EDA measures activity in primarily 
glabrous skin stemming from eccrine sweat glands stimulated by sympathetic nerves. 
 EDA is considered a direct measure of the SNS because it is uninfluenced by the parasympathetic 
nervous system. Cardiac measures of SNS, however, are entangled by vagal influence. However, it is 
important to note that no one measure of SNS can present a comprehensive portrait of its function (Jänig & 
Häbler, 2000). Directional fractionation of the autonomic nervous system leads to variability in measures of 
SNS taken throughout the body (Lacey, 1967). Therefore, the research findings presented below should be 
interpreted cautiously.  
 Temperament and other behavioral indices of neurodevelopment have consistently been linked 
with EDA. Behaviorally inhibited temperaments characterized by high trait fearfulness and inhibitory 
control has been linked with elevated EDA measures across participants of different ages (Fowles et al., 
2000; Scarpa et al., 1997). For example, Fowles et al. (2000) found a positive correlation between 
fearfulness and inhibitory control and skin conductance level in four-year-old children. A similar trend was 
found in temperamentally inhibited three-year-old children by Scarpa et al. (1997). Additionally, self-report 
anxiety symptoms were positively correlated with skin conductance in older 6–17-year-old children 
(Weems et al., 2005). On the other hand, decreased EDA measures have been associated with features 
of psychopathy and aggression (Baker et al., 2013; Gao et al., 2015). Proactive – but not reactive – 
aggression from ages 10-18 years old has been linked with decreased EDA fear conditioning at 18 years 
of age, indicating deficient learning about the avoidance of stimuli with unpleasant consequences (Gao et 
al., 2015). Four-six year-old children with both attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and 
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oppositional defiant disorder (ODD) had fewer skin conductance responses (SCRs) while playing a 
reward-based game than controls (Crowell et al., 2006), suggesting hyporeactive EDA may underlie 
impulsive behavior. Further, in a longitudinal model, skin conductance at one year of age predicted 
aggressive behavior at three years of age (Baker et al., 2013). In sum, a body of literature shows a clear 
relationship between EDA and temperament traits, such that hyper-responsive EDA is linked with 
internalizing symptoms and hypo-responsive EDA is linked with externalizing symptoms. 
 One aspect of the relationship between EDA and temperament that remains unresolved is the 
role of sex differences. Variability in results may be attributed to men have a higher resting skin 
conductance level (SCL) than women, and women having higher amplitude SCRs in response to stimuli 
than men (Boucsein, 1992). This has been supported in one sample of children in which boys had higher 
SCLs than girls at age eight; however, this trend did not remain after the age of eight, suggesting puberty 
may affect EDA (El-Sheikh et al., 2010). This is in line with other research that has found that EDA 
measures increase after puberty in women, but not men (Venables & Mitchell, 1996), making it important 
to account for the age of subjects in interpreting research results. Studies examining the relationship 
between EDA, temperament, and sex in prepubertal children are relatively scarce. In one sample of four-
year-olds, fearfulness and SCL were more strongly correlated in girls than in boys (Fowles et al., 2000), 
whereas no sex difference was found in another sample of three-year-old children (Scarpa et al., 1997). 
The nature of the relationship between sex, EDA and temperament, two measures with predictive value 
for psychopathology risk, in prepubertal children therefore remains unclear. 
 We endeavored to clarify the relationship between sex, EDA, and temperament in young children 
in order to elucidate the early beginnings of children’s mental health. EDA was recorded from 18–60-
month-old children during a startle probe paradigm designed to elicit SCRs. We hypothesized that 
internalizing characteristics of temperament including high negative affect, low surgency/extraversion, 
and high regulation scores would predict greater SCR response rates to startling stimuli. Conversely, we 
hypothesized that externalizing temperament characteristics including low negative affect, high 
surgency/extraversion, and low regulation scores would predict lower SCR response rates. We further 
hypothesized that girls would be more electrodermally reactive to the startling stimuli than boys, 
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regardless of temperament. Lastly, we hypothesized that sex would moderate the relationship between 
temperament and EDA, such that girls with high negative affect, low surgency/extraversion, and high 
regulation scores would have higher rates of SCR responses than their male counterparts. 
Experiment 2 Methods 
Participants 
 A total of 150 subjects drawn from a larger longitudinal study of neurodevelopment were recruited 
from prenatal obstetrics and gynecological clinics (OB/GYN), as described in Experiment 1. Data was 
collected during the second trimester (baseline), throughout the pregnancy, and at a follow-up 
assessment with their children (ranging from 18-60 months in age, M = 35.1, SD =13.6). Child’s infant 
temperament was collected via mother-report (M = 7.6 months of age, SD = 3.6) using the Infant 
Behavior Questionnaire (IBQ-R). When a child reached 18 months of age (ranging from 18 to 60 months, 
M = 35.14, SD = 13.6), the family was invited to the assessment center for a follow-up assessment of 
several neurodevelopmental indices. At this time, each child completed a psychophysiological 
assessment of startle response. Informed consent was obtained from the mothers of the children prior to 
participation and all study procedures were approved by the institutional review board at the assessment 
center in accordance with the standards set forth by the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki. Of these 150 
mothers, 15 were excluded for lack of completed temperament questionnaires. An additional 10 were 
excluded due to child movement artifact resulting in distorted signal during at least half of the 
psychophysiological recording period, leaving 125 participants for this current study. Approximately 
32.8% of mothers are white Hispanic, 20.8% Black, 17.6% mixed-Hispanic, 11.2% Caucasian, 9.6% 
Asian, 6.4% Black-Hispanic, 1.6% identified as “other.” 51% of children were female. Independent 
samples t test indicated that children missing data did not significantly differ from children with complete 
data in terms of sex, age, behavioral startle response, skin conductance response rate, or the 
temperament dimensions of negative affect, surgency, or regulation. A full description of the parent study 





 Temperament. Mothers completed the Infant Behavior Questionnaire-Revised (IBQ-R, Gartstein 
& Rothbart, 2003) at around 6 months postpartum (M = 7.6 months of age, SD = 3.6). See Experiment 1 
for more information on the measure. Cronbach’s alpha = .75 for surgency, .56 for negative affect, and 
.45 for regulation. 
 Electrodermal activity. A BioNomadix Wireless EDA transmitter connected to two pre-gelled 
disposable Ag/AgCl electrodes via snap connection transmitted electrodermal activity data at 2000 Hz to 
the BioPac MP150 acquisition system and a computer running AcqKnowledge software. Electrodes were 
placed on the left side of the left foot of the children, with .05 molar NaCl electrode gel added to better 
conduct the signal between skin and electrode. Mothers were present in the room with the child during 
recording to mitigate any distress unrelated to stimulus presentation. 60 Hz and 1 Hz noise were filtered 
from the signal. A skin conductance response (SCR) specific to a startle stimulus was defined as an 
increase in sweat production of at least 0.02 S occurring 1–7 seconds after the auditory stimulus. Figure 
2.1 is a representation of a raw recording of the signal collected. Each of the increases in the signal 
marked with a water droplet above it indicates an SCR has been identified. 
Procedure 
 Children were seated next to their mothers for the duration of the experiment in a room kept at 
71.6–75.2F, as per Braithwaite, Watson, Jones, and Rowe (2013). In order to keep background sound to 
a minimum, the door to the experiment room was kept shut throughout, with another empty room and 
shut door between the experiment room and a communal hallway. Participants were asked to remain still 
and passively watch the computer monitor in front of them. The startling stimuli were presented on a 
computer running E-Prime 2.0 while psychophysiological signals were recorded. A period of 
approximately 1 minute of a series of six 90 dB auditory stimuli 1 second in duration with varying inter-
stimulus intervals of 6–12 seconds was preceded and followed by 3-minute baseline period videos with 




Figure 2.1. EDA signal recording during startle probe paradigm 
 
Note: The signal is measured in S. Each speaker icon represents one of six startle probes, SP1-6. The 
water droplet icons represent a skin conductance response (SCR) has been identified. The flags labeled 
SP1, 3-6 indicate the SCR is specific to that startle probe. 
Analysis 
 SCR analysis. The percentage of startle probes that successfully elicited a skin conductance 
response (SCR), is referred to as SCR rate and each of the three temperament dimensions from the IBQ 
(surgency, negative affect, regulation) were dichotomized using median splits to determine high and low 
scores within the current sample. Nonspecific skin conductance responses occurring during the baseline 
period were also quantified as a continuous variable. Two trained research assistants visually inspected 
the raw signal for each subject and reached a consensus about whether or not the file should be 
excluded due to artifact (n = 15). Independent samples t tests indicated that there were no differences 
between data with artifact and data without artifact with respect to child sex, age, behavioral startle 
response, or the three temperament dimensions (all p > .17).  
 Behavioral data. A trained research assistant reviewed video recorded of the experiment to code 
for overall behavioral response to the startling stimuli. Behavior was coded on a scale from 0–3. A score 
of 0 represented a total lack of behavioral startle response, whereas a score of 3 represented an extreme 
startle response characterized by movement, facial expression, or vocalization indicating intense surprise. 
 Statistical analysis. Analysis of descriptive statistics and Pearson correlation analysis was 
conducted for the whole sample and for each sex to observe associations between child sex, age, 
behavioral startle response, baseline nonspecific skin conductance occurrence, number of skin 
conductance responses specific to the startling stimuli, and the three temperament dimensions of interest 
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(see Table 2.5). Pearson chi square analysis was used to examine the association between SCR rate 
(low vs. high) and three temperament dimensions (low vs. high). Odds ratios (OR) were calculated. This 
was followed by the same chi square analysis with additional Breslow Day procedure. This procedure 
tests the differential magnitude of association between the two factors, that is, temperament and EDA, by 
the third factor, that is, sex, serving as a formal test of interaction. ORs for each stratum (boys and girls) 
were separately calculated. In order to adjust for potential confounders, binomial logistic regressions were 
performed, predicting a binary measure of SCR rate. Age, race of the child, number of nonspecific skin 
conductance responses (NSSCRs) occurring during the baseline period, and behavioral startle response 
were a priori determined as confounders of sex. To correct for multiple testing, the Benjamini-Hochberg 
procedure was followed with a 15% false discovery rate (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995). The model 
specifications are as follows: 
Y(SCR rate)i = β0 + β1Temperamenti + β2Agei + β3Racei + β4NSSCRsi + β5BehavioralStartlei + εi 








Experiment 2 Results 
Pearson Correlations 
 As seen in Table 2.5, behavioral startle was positively correlated with negative affect. The rate of 
skin conductance responses to the startling stimuli was positively correlated with the number of 
nonspecific skin conductance responses that occurred during the baseline period. Lastly, regulation was 
positively correlated with child age and surgency, and negatively correlated with negative affect. 
Main effects predicting SCR rate 
 Temperament. There was no sex difference in surgency, X2(81) = 1.4, p = .23, OR = 0.6, negative 
affect, X2(1) = 1.2, p = .28, OR = 1.5, or regulation, X2(1) = 1.8, p = .84, OR = 1.7. 
Sex. Pearson Chi-square between sex and SCR rate was not significant, X2(1) = 0.1, p = .75, OR 
= 0.9, suggesting there were no notable sex differences in SCR rate. 
Table 2.6. Chi-square test of association between temperament and skin conductance response rate by 
sex. 
 
Interactions between temperament and sex on SCR rate 
Chi-square and OR between each of the three temperament dimensions were computed. The 
IBQ and the SCR rate were stratified by sex and a formal test of interaction, Breslow-Day tests, was used 
to determine whether the ORs for SCR rate by temperament was homogeneous for each sex, or stratum. 




 Surgency. There was a significant association between surgency and SCR rate among boys [X2(1, 
n = 62) = 6.5, p = .01, OR = 4.2] but not among girls, X2(1, n = 63) = .7, p = .40, OR = 1.6] (see Fig. 2.2). 
The mean surgency score for boys with low SCR rates (M = 5.5, SE = .21) was greater than boys with 
higher skin conductance response rate (M = 5.2, SE = .14). Boys with lower surgency scores had greater 
SCR rates (M = 37.0%, SE = 5.2) than boys with higher surgency scores (M = 28.2%, SE = 6.7). Overall, 
low surgency temperament scores were associated with an over 4-fold greater rate of SCR for boys. No 
notable association between SCR rate and surgency was found among girls. Breslow-Day tests indicated 
that the magnitude of risk for low SCR rate posed by surgency significantly differed by sex, X2(1) = 5.8, p = 
.016. This suggests the strata were heterogeneous, providing evidence for interaction such that low 
surgency boys were at greater odds for high SCR rate, or sympathetic reactivity, and girls’ odds for SCR 
rate unaffected by surgency. 
Figure 2.2 Surgency and sex predicting skin conductance response rate. 
 
Negative affect. Pearson Chi-square between temperament dimension of negative affect and 
SCR rate by sex was not significant for boys, X2(1, n = 62) = 2.2, p = .14, OR = 2.3, or girls, X2(1, n = 63) 
= .01, p = .91, OR = 1.1 (see Figure 2.3). Further, Breslow-Day tests indicated that the difference in risk 









Figure 2.3 Negative affect and sex predicting skin conductance response rate. 
 
Regulation. Pearson Chi-square between temperament dimension of regulation and SCR rate by 
sex was significant among girls, X2(1, n = 63) = 5.7, p = .017, OR = 3.8, but not among boys, X2(1, n = 62) 
= .3, p = .59, OR = 0.7 (see Figure 2.4). The mean regulation score for girls with low SCR rate was lower 
(M = 5.2, SE = .1) than that of girls with higher SCR rates (M = 5.6, SE = .1). Girls with lower regulation 
scores had lower SCR rates (M = 22.2%, SE = 5.4) than girls with higher regulation scores (M = 34.4%, 
SE = 5.2). Overall, higher regulation scores were associated with a nearly 4-fold greater rate of SCR rate 
for girls. No observable differences were found for boys. Breslow-Day tests indicated that the magnitude 
of risk for low-SCR rate posed by regulation significantly different by sex, X2(1) = 4.3, p = .04. This 
suggests the strata were heterogeneous, with an interaction indicating that low regulation increased odds 














Figure 2.4. Regulation and sex predicting skin conductance response rate. 
 
 Logistic regression. Logistic regression analysis after controlling for age, race of the child, 
behavioral startle response, and number of baseline nonspecific skin conductance responses revealed 
that the observed associations between SCR rate and temperament were almost identical. Specifically, 
high surgency predicted greater SCR rate, or sympathetic reactivity, in boys (OR = 3.8, p = .04), but not in 
girls. There were no significant results related to negative affect in boys or girls. High regulation predicted 
lower SCR rate, or sympathetic reactivity, in girls (OR = 4.2, p = .03), but not in boys. These results 
remained significant following the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure for multiple testing with a false 
discovery rate of 15%. See Table 2.7 for full results. 








Experiment 2 Summary 
 This study had three main findings. First, we found no main effect of sex or temperament 
predicting SCR rate, contrary to our hypotheses that girls would be more electrodermally reactive than 
boys and that in boys and girls internalizing characteristics of temperament including high negative affect, 
low surgency/extraversion, and high regulation scores would predict greater SCR response rates. 
Second, we found that boys with low surgency scores had greater SCR rates than those with high scores. 
Third, we found that girls with high regulation scores had greater SCR rates than those with low scores.  
This is the first study to document an interaction between sex and temperament on a measure of 
SNS reactivity. The presence of an interaction but lack of main effects of sex or temperament predicting 
EDA may indicate that the two are intrinsically linked in young children. Our finding that boys with low 
surgency traits were more sympathetically reactive to startling stimuli than other boys, has some support 
in the literature. Surgency has a negative correlation with internalizing symptoms (Davis & Suveg, 2014), 
which have been correlated with higher EDA measures (Weems et al., 2005). These boys with low 
positive affect scores and high EDA reactivity may therefore be at risk for the development of internalizing 
symptoms. Contrary to prior research (Gartstein & Rothbart, 2003), we did not find that boys had higher 
positive affect score than girls. It is possible that this sex difference emerges later in life. Our last finding 
was that girls with high regulation traits were more sympathetically reactive to startling stimuli than girls 
with low regulation traits. This may indicate that girls who tightly regulate their emotions are at risk for 
internalizing symptoms. 
Women disproportionately develop internalizing disorders such as depression and anxiety 
disorders and men disproportionately develop externalizing and neurodevelopmental disorders (Rutter et 
al., 2003). Examining potential developmental trajectories of sex differences in temperament and 
psychophysiological reactivity could help to explain the origins of this phenomenon. For example, a 
female tendency to over-regulate emotions may predispose women toward behavioral inhibition, and, in 
some cases, develop internalizing disorders. Indeed, researchers have associated traits such as 
behavioral inhibition and low impulsivity with internalizing (Eisenberg et al., 2001). Similarly, low 
regulation in boys relative to girls reported in the literature may predispose them to develop disorders 
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such as ADHD. Identifying early risk via temperament and autonomic function could allow for intervention 
before symptom onset.  
Consideration of the limitations of this experiment are important for the interpretation of its 
findings. Although statistical adjustment for age did not alter results the age range in the sample was 
large, and future work should examine narrower age windows. Further, although race was not a 
significant predictor in the logistic regressions, there are known race effects of EDA in the literature, and a 
more nuanced analysis of race within our racially heterogenous sample may reveal important differences 
(El-Sheikh et al., 2010). Moreover, we broadly dichotomized the temperament domains and electrodermal 
reactivity as “high” and “low” using median splits. This dichotomy does not necessarily represent 
pathological levels of each measure but allowed for an examination of general tendencies of each. Future 
analysis with more than two categories or with diagnostic cutoffs may be more clinically informative. 
Discussion 
Experiments 1 and 2 explored the nature of temperament. Experiment 1 evaluated temperament 
in infants prenatally exposed to Superstorm Sandy. We found that higher negative affect scores were 
associated with exposure to financial damages and loss of electricity and phone related to the storm. 
Poor emotion regulation scores were associated with both financial damages and threat or actual injury to 
self or other. Further, experiencing the storm as an infant was associated with high negative affect and 
low emotion regulation scores. These findings remained significant after introducing potentially 
confounding variables including obstetrics, maternal stress unrelated to the storm, maternal health 
problems during pregnancy, and maternal prenatal and postnatal depression.  
In Experiment 2 we delved deeper into temperament to investigate its relationship with a more 
objective biological measure of reactivity, EDA. We found no main effect of sex or temperament 
predicting SCR rate. We had hypothesized that girls would be more electrodermally reactive than boys, 
which was not supported. We had also hypothesized that internalizing characteristics of temperament 
including high negative affect, low surgency, and high regulation scores would predict greater SCR 
response rates, which was not supported either. We did, however, find interactions between temperament 
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and sex. Boys with low surgency scores had greater SCR rates than those with high scores. Lastly, girls 
with high regulation scores had greater SCR rates than those with low scores. 
Taken together, these studies illuminate the nature of temperament in young children. Based on 
the results observed, temperament is both influenced by prenatal and early postnatal stressors and 
intrinsically linked with sex and SNS function. Better understanding of these factors and their trajectories 
may help to unravel mental health in young children and identifying when abnormality arises. 
As rates of childhood psychopathology increase (Bitsko et al., 2018), it becomes imperative to 
develop better indicators of risk earlier in life. Identifying precursors for psychopathology early in life, such as 
atypical behavioral and physiological reactivity, provides mental health practitioners the opportunity for early 
intervention. It also lends insight into the ways through which psychopathology develops. The National 
Institute of Mental Health’s Research Domain Criteria (RDoC) initiative emphasizes the need to integrate 
pathophysiological consideration in our understanding of mental illnesses (Insel et al., 2010). Knowledge of 
biomarkers of risk, like electrodermal reactivity, as well as risk factors such as prenatal maternal stress 
exposure, can improve efforts into psychopathology intervention and prevention. 
Electrodermal reactivity and the ways in which it is associated with prenatal maternal stress is the 
focus of Experiments 3 and 4. Guided by the findings presented in this chapter and the National Institute of 
Mental Health’s call for the integration of pathophysiology, we endeavored to evaluate the relationship 
between prenatal maternal stress and offspring electrodermal activity. If prenatal/early postnatal maternal 
storm stress is associated with altered temperament profiles, and the relationship between temperament 
and electrodermal reactivity is moderated by sex, then the association between prenatal maternal stress 
and offspring electrodermal reactivity may in fact be a complicated one to unravel. The following 




Chapter 3: Prenatal Storm Stress and Electrodermal Activity 
Note: This chapter contains excerpts from: 
Buthmann, J., Finik, J., Ventura, G., Zhang, W., Shereen, A. D., & Nomura, Y. (2019). The children of 
Superstorm Sandy: Maternal prenatal depression blunts offspring electrodermal activity. Biological 
Psychology, 146, 107716.  
Experiment 3. Sex moderates link between electrodermal reactivity and prenatal stress exposure 
 Experiments 1 and 2 of this dissertation showed that maternal experience during Superstorm 
Sandy in the prenatal and early postnatal periods were associated with infant temperament characterized 
by higher negative affect and lower emotion regulation scores. Experiment 1 uncovered a complicated 
relationship between temperament, electrodermal activity, and sex in young children. Experiment 2 added 
another layer to these questions and explored the relationship between electrodermal activity, and sex in 
young children. These findings guide the expectations in the analyses presented in this chapter regarding 
prenatal maternal stress and offspring electrodermal reactivity. 
 Uncertainty remains as to whether sex differences in offspring outcomes differ with prenatal 
maternal stress exposure, including natural disaster related prenatal maternal stress. Although a number 
of studies have found no differences between male and female offspring (Austin, Hadzi-Pavlovic, et al., 
2005; Class et al., 2014; McLean et al., 2018), many others have documented such differences. In a rat 
model, prenatal maternal stress led to increased anxiety-like behaviors and social behaviors in females, 
but not males, who exhibited memory deficits not apparent in females (Schulz et al., 2011). Maternal daily 
life stress was found to predict symptoms of schizophrenia spectrum disorders in male, but not female 
offspring (Fineberg et al., 2016). In a large birth cohort study, high maternal prenatal cortisol levels 
predicted greater negative emotionality at five weeks of age in girls and lower negative emotionality in 
boys (Braithwaite et al., 2017). Three-year-old girls of mothers who reported high levels of mental health 
symptoms during pregnancy had higher cortisol levels than girls of mothers reporting lower levels of 
symptoms, whereas no effects were seen among boys (de Bruijn et al., 2009). Looking specifically at 
natural disaster related prenatal maternal stress, maternal traumatic stress was linked with more behavior 
problems in girls than boys in studies of both the 1998 Quebec Ice Storm and the 2011 Queensland 
Flood (Jones et al., 2019; Lequertier et al., 2019). Similarly, prenatal maternal stress from the 2008 Iowa 
Flood correlated with increased HPA axis reactivity in girls (Yong Ping et al., 2015). Overall, the literature 
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points to heightened reactivity in girls exposed to prenatal maternal stress and little to no significant 
effects in males. 
Impairments in emotion regulation, expression, and processing are prominently featured in an 
array of psychological disorders (e.g., anxiety, attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder, depression, see 
Beauchaine, 2012 and Keenan, 2000) and correlate closely with measures of ANS function. The 
parasympathetic (PNS) and sympathetic (SNS) divisions of the ANS have both been studied in this 
context. For example, Calkins and colleagues found that patterns of parasympathetic control of the heart 
during emotionally challenging tasks characterized by withdrawal of the vagus nerve were associated with 
better social skills and lower negativity and externalizing problems (Calkins et al., 2007). Looking 
specifically at links with prenatal maternal stress, Tibu and colleagues found a correlation between 
maternal prenatal anxiety and lower vagal reactivity in infant boys, as well as a correlation between low 
birth weight for gestational age and higher vagal reactivity in girls (Tibu et al., 2014). 
The SNS also correlates with neurodevelopmental indices. Elevated electrodermal activity (EDA), 
reflecting greater SNS activity, is typically associated with internalizing, anxiety, inhibition, and fearfulness 
(Fowles et al., 2000; Scarpa et al., 1997; Weems et al., 2005). Externalizing symptoms, attention deficit 
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), oppositional defiant disorder (Crowell et al., 2006), and aggression (Baker 
et al., 2013) have been linked with lower levels of EDA. Sex differences in the EDA of children are not 
clear. Prior research findings range from no significant differences (Scarpa et al., 1997), sex differences 
as a function of age (El-Sheikh et al., 2010), and sex differences moderated by behavioral differences 
(see Experiment 2 and Fowles et al., 2000). Specifically, Fowles et al. found that the association between 
EDA and fearfulness was stronger in girls than boys, whereas in Experiment 2 we found that greater EDA 
reactivity was linked with low surgency in boys and high emotion regulation in girls. 
Few studies have investigated the relation between prenatal maternal stress and offspring 
autonomic reactivity. With prenatal maternal stress defined as maternal mental health and psychosocial 
stress, van Dijk et al. found no significant differences in resting cardiac sympathetic and parasympathetic 
measures between exposed and unexposed children (van Dijk et al., 2012). Trajectories of cardiac 
sympathetic and parasympathetic reactivity from six months to five years of age have been associated 
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with prenatal maternal lack of social support and socioeconomic adversity, respectively (Alkon et al., 
2014). Maternal prenatal mental health and adversity was also linked with reactivity to emotional 
challenge, via greater SNS activity and lower PNS in infants, (Suurland et al., 2017) and greater 
cardiovascular reactivity to stressors in children 7-9 years of age (Fan et al., 2016). Since sex differences 
in the autonomic response function of children exposed to prenatal maternal stress have not been 
reported thus far, the aim of the current study was to examine whether the impact of natural disaster 
related prenatal maternal stress on SNS reactivity differed across sex in a sample of children exposed to 
prenatal storm stress. 
We examined whether the relation between prenatal storm stress on EDA reactivity differed 
between girls and boys. EDA reactivity to startling auditory stimuli was measured in 2–5-year-old children 
who either were or were not exposed to the storm prenatally. We hypothesized that (1) girls would have 
greater EDA reactivity than boys independent of prenatal storm stress status, (2) children exposed to 
prenatal storm stress would have greater EDA reactivity than unexposed children independent of sex, and 
(3) the EDA reactivity of children exposed to prenatal storm stress would differ by sex, such that girls would 
be more reactive than boys. We expected that the results of these analyses will shed light on vulnerability to 
prenatal insults and sex differences in neurodevelopment and psychopathology risk in early childhood. 
Experiment 3 Methods 
Participants 
 Participants were recruited at prenatal clinics in the New York City metropolitan area as part of a 
longitudinal birth cohort study, as described in Experiment 1. 330 mother-child dyads completed at least 
one follow up assessment. Children were excluded if they were born more than nine months after 
Superstorm Sandy hit the New York area (n = 45). There were no significant differences in age, race, sex, 
maternal marital status, or maternal education level between those who were and were not excluded (all 
p < .10). Another 86 were excluded due to excess artefact from movement or equipment malfunction 
during EDA recording. There were no significant differences in age, race, sex, maternal marital status, or 





As described in Experiment 2, electrodermal activity was recorded from mother-child dyads 
during a startle probe paradigm. The dyads watched a three-minute, non-arousing, child-friendly video of 
zoo animals to establish baseline autonomic function. This was followed by a series of six 90 dB auditory 
stimuli occurring at varying interstimulus intervals of six-twelve seconds. All stimuli were presented via E-
Prime 2.0. 
Measures 
 Electrodermal activity. Electrodermal activity was recorded via a Biopac MP150 acquisition 
system and a Dell computer running AcqKnowledge 4.4 software (Biopac, Goleta, CA) as described in 
Experiment 2. The skin conductance response magnitude was calculated by the software as the average 
amplitude of each skin conductance response specific to a startle probe multiplied by the percentage of 
the startle probes that elicited a response. Skew and kurtosis of the skin conductance magnitude was 
reduced by adding one to the magnitude and taking the log, a commonly used transformation. 
 Superstorm Sandy exposure. Prenatal exposure to Superstorm Sandy was calculated based on 
date of birth in relation to the date the storm hit the New York City area (October 28, 2012). Children in 
utero at that time were categorized as exposed, and children who were not were categorized as 
unexposed. 
 Maternal depression. The widely used Edinburgh Postnatal Depression Scale (EPDS) was 
administered to mothers during the second trimester (Murray & Carothers, 1990). The ten question self-
report scale screens mothers for depressive symptoms. Each question has four answer choices which 
refer to the frequency of the mothers’ depressive feelings within the prior seven days. Any endorsement 
of self-harm was immediately reported to the primary investigator and proper referrals were issued. 
 Maternal anxiety. The 40 question State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI, Spielberger, 1983) was 
administered during the second trimester to measure transient state anxiety and trait, or dispositional, 
anxiety. Twenty statements address each type of anxiety and participants indicated whether the 
statement was applicable using a four-point Likert scale: one being “not at all” and four being “very much 
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so.” The STAI is the most widely used anxiety scale among pregnant populations, though it has been 
validated for use amongst individuals who are not pregnant (Newham et al., 2012). In the current sample 
Cronbach’s Alpha was .90 for state anxiety and .90 for trait anxiety, indicating excellent internal 
consistency. 
 Child race and other demographic information was self-reported upon recruitment. Maternal age 
was self-reported during yearly follow-ups and verified using their self-reported date of birth. 
Statistical analyses 
 Initial analyses were conducted in SPSS 25. Independent samples t-tests evaluating differences 
in skin conductance response magnitude between boys and girls or between prenatally exposed and 
prenatally unexposed children were conducted. A grouping variable was created to form four groups: 
boys not prenatally exposed (n = 54), boys prenatally exposed (n = 48), girls not prenatally exposed (n = 
43), and girls prenatally exposed (n = 54), with a total N = 199. Demographic information by group is 
provided in Table 3.1. General Linear Models with the grouping variable predicting skin conductance 
response were run with and without covariates. Child age, race, maternal marital status, and maternal 
education were included as covariates. 
To account for the hierarchical structure of the data, of children nested within the same family unit 
(i.e., siblings), we subsequently ran additional statistical analyses in R software. No significant differences 
were detected across demographic characteristics between those who did and did not complete the 
electrodermal startle paradigm. We ran Linear Mixed Effects Models to account for statistical dependency 
of children nested within the same family unit (i.e., siblings) and further examine potential sex differences. 
This methodology also provides accurate estimates under the assumption that data is missing at random. 
We first built an empty model to compute the interclass correlation coefficient (ICC) (Shrout & Fleiss, 
1979) to assess the degree of clustering by family unit. In the subsequent models we included 1) 
exposure to prenatal stress, and 2) sex, and 3) the interaction (Prenatal stress*Sex). Finally, we included 
maternal age, race, depression, and anxiety identified a priori to our final model. To account for potential 
inflated type-I error due to multiple comparisons the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure with a 5% false 
discovery rate was applied (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995). See the model specifications below, where the 
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ij subscript denotes the nesting of the individual within the family unit, SCR is skin conductance response 
magnitude, and PNMS is Superstorm Sandy exposure timing: 
Model 1: (SCR)ij = β00 + b0j + εij 
Model 2: (SCR)ij = β00 + β10PNMSij + β20Sexij + b0j + εij 
Model 3: (SCR)ij = β00 + β10PNMSi + β20Sexij + β30PNMS*Sexij + b0j + εij 
Model 4: (SCR)ij = β00 + β10PNMSi + β20Sexij + β30PNMS*Sexij + β40Depressionij  + β50Anxietyij  + β60Ageij 
+  β1jAgeij + b0j + εij 
 
Where SCR is skin conductance response magnitude and PNMS is prenatal Superstorm Sandy 
exposure timing. 
We obtained simple effects (differences of the predicted skin conductance magnitude values 
across total sample) using the emmeans package in R to examine the interaction. We have included the 





















Table 3.1. Demographic information by sex and prenatal storm exposure group. 
 
Experiment 3 Results 
Independent samples t-tests indicated no significant differences in skin conductance magnitude 
between boys and girls or between prenatally exposed and prenatally unexposed children. A general 
linear model of sex/prenatal exposure group predicting skin conductance response magnitude without 
covariates was significant (p = .018, partial η2 = .050). The model run with child age, race, maternal 
marital status, and maternal education as covariates was also significant (p = .029, partial η2 = .046). 
Bonferroni post hoc analyses indicated a significant difference between boys prenatally exposed to the 
storm (M = 0.21, SE = .04) and girls prenatally exposed to the storm (M = 0.37, SE = .04), p = .028, 95% 
confidence interval (-.305, -.011). Girls prenatally exposed to the storm were significantly more 




Figure 3.1. Sex and prenatal storm exposure groups predicting skin conductance response magnitude. 
 
Note: Results of Bonferroni post hoc tests adjusted for child age, race, maternal marital status, and 
maternal education.  
Results of the intercept-only linear mixed effects model indicated that 24.7% of the variance in 
skin conductance response magnitude was explained by between family differences. As this is a 
substantial degree of clustering, the family unit identifier was retained as a clustering variable in the 
analysis. Although linear mixed effects modelling indicated no significant main or interaction effects (see 
Table 3.2), guided by the results of our preliminary analyses we further examined potential dimorphism in 
skin conductance response magnitude via simple contrast. Estimated skin conductance response 
magnitude means by sex and prenatal exposure are shown in Table 3.3. Table 3.4 shows a contrast on 
the value of mean skin conductance response magnitude between boys and girls, where girls prenatally 
exposed to the storm were significantly more reactive than girls postnatally exposed to the storm (p = 
0.021), whereas boys had no difference between the two groups. Consistent with our initial hypothesis, 
the simple effects indicated that mean skin conductance response magnitude was higher among girls 









































Table 3.2. Adjusted and unadjusted linear mixed effects models.  
 
Note: †Adjusted for age, race, depression (EPDS), anxiety (STAI-S,T). P-values calculated using 
Kenward-Roger standard errors and df. 
 
Table 3.3. Estimated skin conductance response magnitude means by sex & prenatal exposure. 
 















Table 3.4. Simple contrasts of skin conductance response magnitude in girls by prenatal exposure. 
 
Note: Simple contrasts analysis comparing skin conductance response magnitude of girls who were 
versus were not exposed to prenatal storm stress. 
Experiment 3 Summary 
 In an effort to better understand the role of sex in the relation between prenatal maternal stress 
and offspring SNS reactivity, we tested for interaction effects in children prenatally exposed to 
Superstorm Sandy. We found that child sex moderates the association between prenatal exposure and 
SNS reactivity, as measured by skin conductance response magnitude. The lack of significant main 
effects in skin conductance magnitude by sex or storm exposure suggest that the results were driven by 
the differential effect of the storm on the two sexes. Specifically, male offspring who were prenatally 
exposed were significantly less electrodermally reactive to startling stimuli than female offspring who were 
exposed. These findings are largely in line with and help clarify prior research. In one study, the salivary 
cortisol response of young girls, but not boys, prenatally exposed to high levels of maternal psychosocial 
stress was higher than in their low prenatal stress counterparts (de Bruijn et al., 2009). In another, a trend 
linked maternal prenatal stress with increased methylation of the glucocorticoid receptor encoding gene 
NR3C1, which was further correlated with fearfulness, in infant girls but not boys (Ostlund et al., 2016). 
These studies had smaller sample sizes than the present study and relied on the occurrence of normative 
stressors but support the idea that prenatal stress may affect boys and girls differently, with the potential 
to set them on trajectories toward different psychopathology. While the formal test of interaction between 
prenatal Sandy stress and sex was not significant, in our stratified analysis, we found that only girls had 
significantly higher skin conductance response magnitude when exposed to Superstorm Sandy-related 
stress in the womb. Those finding add to the existing literature that provide warning that girls might be 
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more vulnerable to the subsequent normative threat during childhood if they were programmed to be 
vigilant and alert by being exposed to traumatic stress in the womb.   
The observed sexually dimorphic sympathetic nervous system reactivity in children exposed to 
prenatal stress reflects the general rates of psychopathology symptomatology developed by males and 
females. For example, females tend to develop internalizing symptoms (e.g., anxiety), whereas males 
tend to develop externalizing symptoms (e.g., aggression). In a review, Glover & Hill (2012) hypothesize 
that in species in which female members are more stationary than males (e.g., caregiving activities), 
female offspring exposed to prenatal stress may benefit from heightened arousal and stress 
responsiveness, whereas more mobile males (e.g., hunting) may benefit from a blunted stress response. 
Evidence in animal studies reviewed by Bale (2011) points to placental epigenetic changes linked with 
prenatal stress as a potential progenitor of this sexual dichotomy. 
These findings should be interpreted in light of several notable limitations. First, had we 
accounted for subjective feelings about the storm, we may have been able to draw conclusions about the 
impact of variable psychological responses to stress, including resilience. Our measure of SNS, 
electrodermal activity, is not influenced by the parasympathetic nervous system as some cardiac 
measures are. However, directional fractionation of the nervous system prevents any one measure from 
fully encompassing the function of the SNS (Jänig & Häbler, 2000; Lacey, 1967). Additionally, without 
prenatal or placental biological tissue we cannot draw conclusions about mechanisms (e.g., inflammation, 
stress hormones, epigenetics) underlying the observed sympathetic nervous system differences. 
The potential for prenatal maternal stress will continue to rise with the observed increase in the 
frequency and intensity of natural disasters related to climate change. The findings presented here need 
to be replicated and expanded upon to determine the full extent to which these acutely stressful events 
may contribute to sexually dimorphic reactivity in offspring. The utility of autonomic reactivity as a 
predictor for future psychopathology onset, particularly for the stereotypical disorders developed by males 
and females, should also be explored. Further, neurological underpinnings of the relationships between 
prenatal stress and altered reactivity should be investigated. 
Experiment 4: Maternal depression blunts offspring electrodermal activity 
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 Prenatal maternal stress exposure is a risk factor for abnormal emotion regulation and 
psychopathology risk. Although studies have documented behavioral problems in offspring, studies of 
autonomic dysfunction related to prenatal stress exposure of any kind are limited. The lack of findings on 
correlations between offspring autonomic function and maternal prenatal depression in is particularly 
concerning due to recent statistics showing that one in seven women now experience a depressive 
episode during pregnancy (Curry et al., 2019). Indeed, the most recent Diagnostic and Statistical Manual 
of Mental Disorder includes a peripartum onset specifier for depressive disorder diagnosis, noting that 
half of all postpartum episodes begin during pregnancy (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). Of the 
studies that have examined children exposed to prenatal maternal depression, outcomes have largely 
consisted of poor temperament profiles (McGrath et al., 2008; Nomura et al., 2019; Zhang, Rajendran, et 
al., 2018), high neonatal cortisol levels, low vagal tone, and poor habituation (Davis et al., 2004). 
Sympathetic nervous system (SNS) function, a correlate of stress response and psychopathology risk, 
remains largely unexplored. 
 The literature also suffers from a lack of investigation into the interaction of prenatal maternal 
stress and depression. The term “stress” has been operationalized across studies to refer to daily 
hassles, social conflict, chronic or acute stress, natural or manmade disasters, and psychopathological 
symptoms or diagnosis (Glover, 2014). Focusing on mental health issues, one group found that prenatal 
maternal anxiety interacted with prenatal maternal depression to predict poor infant temperament, but not 
depression number of stressful life events independently (Austin, Hadzi-Pavlovic, et al., 2005). As 
discussed previously, Nomura et al. (2019) found that prenatal maternal stress from Superstorm Sandy 
interacted with prenatal depression to predict poor temperament outcomes. While these studies are 
important for our understanding of the unfortunate conjunction of stress and mental health struggles, 
these behavioral temperament outcomes are not without bias and would benefit from more object 
outcome measures. 
 Although the literature features some biological measures of offspring outcomes after prenatal 
depression exposure, these outcomes are seldom collected after infancy or toddlerhood. Early childhood is 
in important period of transition, maturation, and when psychopathology symptoms can begin to emerge. To 
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date, one other study has examined the interaction between prenatal maternal stress and depression on 
autonomic nervous system function in five-six-year-old children. van Dijk et al., who operationalized stress 
as psychosocial stressors, found no correlation between the two conditions and offspring cardiac measures 
of resting para- and sympathetic nervous system function. The current experiment operationalizes stress as 
maternal exposure to a natural disaster and measures sympathetic reactivity rather than resting function to 
attempt to fill that gap. 
 We aimed to address three main points. First, we evaluated the electrodermal reactivity of young 
children prenatally exposed to an acute, specific, non-normative stressful event, i.e., Superstorm Sandy. 
Second, we observed the electrodermal reactivity of offspring as a function of exposure to prenatal 
maternal depression. Third, we investigated the nature of the interplay between maternal prenatal stress 
and depression on offspring electrodermal reactivity. Following reports that prenatal maternal stress is 
associated with more fearfulness (Austin, Hadzi-Pavlovic, et al., 2005; Austin, Leader, et al., 2005) and 
elevated stress response (Davis et al., 2007), we hypothesized that children prenatally exposed to 
Superstorm Sandy would be more electrodermally reactive to startling stimuli as indicated by greater SCR 
magnitude. Following research connecting depression with hyporeactive electrodermal reactivity 
(Sarchiapone et al., 2018), we further hypothesized that children prenatal exposed to maternal 
depression would have lower SCR magnitudes than controls. Our third aim is exploratory, and we 
therefore made no hypothesis regarding the electrodermal pattern of children exposed to both prenatal 
maternal stress and depression. 
Experiment 4 Methods 
Participants 
 Participants for this study were drawn from an ongoing prospective birth cohort study, as 
described in Experiment 1. At 3–4 years postpartum the mother and child were invited to CUNY Queens 
College for a comprehensive follow-up assessment. Of the 329 children who completed a follow up 
assessment, 104 had EDA data that was not usable due to excess artefact in the raw signal or technical 
malfunction. A further 29 children were missing maternal mental health data, yielding N = 196. Younger 
children were more likely to have data with artefact or technical malfunction (age in months of children 
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with artefact M = 38.75, SD = 13.95; children without artefact M = 42.85, SD = 12.43, p = .013). No other 
significant differences were found with respect to child sex, in utero storm exposure, prevalence of 
maternal depression, or skin conductance response magnitude (all p > .52). The attrition rate from infant 
assessments to postnatal follow up was 32%. See Finik and Nomura (2017) for further details. 
Procedure 
 As described in Experiment 2, electrodermal activity was recorded from mothers and children 
during a startle probe paradigm A three-minute baseline period was followed by a one-minute period of 
six90 dB auditory stimuli one second in duration with varying inter-stimulus intervals of 6–12 seconds was 
presented with E-Prime 2.0. 
Measures 
 Electrodermal activity. Electrodermal activity was recorded via a Biopac MP150 acquisition 
system and a Dell computer running AcqKnowledge 4.4 software (Biopac, Goleta, CA) as described in 
Experiment 2. The skin conductance response magnitude was calculated by the software as the average 
amplitude of each skin conductance response specific to a startle probe multiplied by the percentage of 
the startle probes that elicited a response. Skew and kurtosis of the skin conductance magnitude was 
reduced by adding one to the magnitude and taking the log, a commonly used transformation. 
 Superstorm Sandy exposure. Acute prenatal storm stress was determined based on timing of the 
index pregnancy (0 = not pregnant during the storm, 1 = pregnant during the storm). The storm impacted 
the metropolitan New York area (October 29, 2012). Based on this calculation, 44.3% of the sample were 
exposed to the storm in utero (n = 87) and 55.6% (n = 109) were not. Timing of index pregnancy was not 
available for 2 cases (.006% of the sample). 
 Maternal depression. Prenatal maternal depression was measured with the Edinburgh Postnatal 
Depression Scale (EPDS) (Murray & Carothers, 1990), as described in Experiment 2. The items were 
summed and the recommended cutoff score of 12 was used to determine presence of major depression 
based on depressive symptoms. Within the sample 22% (n = 44) met this threshold. The high portion of 
participants who met the threshold compared to the prevalence of depression in pregnant women in the 
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population (6%) may be due to people with depression being more likely to join the study, either for 
mental health or financial resources. 
 Race. Maternal ethnicity was collected via self-report. Mothers were asked to identify their 
race/ethnicity as one of the following: White Hispanic, Black Hispanic, Mixed Hispanic, Black (non-
Hispanic), White (non-Hispanic), Asian, or Other. 
 Confounders. Following a review of the literature, a directed acyclic graph (DAG) was 
diagrammed to represent the theorized causal pathway between acute prenatal storm stress, prenatal 
maternal depression and offspring ANS function (as represented by EDA measures) (Textor et al., 2016). 
Of the measured variables available to the present analysis, maternal anxiety, trauma, and ethnicity were 
identified as confounders, which have been strongly associated with prenatal stress and child 
neurodevelopment in previous research, which required adjustment in order to capture the total effect of 
acute prenatal storm stress and depression on childhood EDA. These potential confounders were 
measured as follows. 
The State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI) (Spielberger, 1983), as described in Experiment 1 
measures current “state anxiety” and typical “trait anxiety.” Anxiety was determined based on presence of 
"state anxiety" or "trait anxiety" according to the suggested thresholds of a sum score of 40 or greater 
(Dennis et al., 2013). Cronbach’s alpha was .90 for state anxiety and .90 for train anxiety, indicating 
excellent reliability. 
The Posttraumatic Diagnostic Scale (PDS) (Foa, 1995) is a self-report measure used to 
determine severity of symptoms related to posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) using 49 items related to 
the DSM-IV criteria for PTSD. When a traumatic event is reported, symptom frequency is reported on a 
scale of 0 (Not at all or only one time) to 3 (5 or more times a week/almost always). This was 
administered following the storm or at the time of enrollment into the study. A sum score was used as a 






 The raw signal for each subject was visually inspected to determine whether or not the recording 
should be excluded due to artefact or technical malfunction (n = 104). Independent samples t-tests 
indicated that there were no differences between data with artefact and data without artefact with respect 
to child sex, in utero storm exposure status, prevalence of maternal depression, or SCR magnitude (all p 
> .52). Younger children were, however, more likely to have data with artefact or malfunction (age in 
months of children excluded M = 38.75, SD = 13.95; children not excluded M = 42.85, SD = 12.43, p = 
.013). Electrodermal reactivity to the startling stimuli was quantified as the SCR magnitude specific to the 
stimuli. As per AcqKnowledge 4.4 software, the SCR magnitude is calculated based on the amplitude of 
each specific SCR and the SCR frequency, or percentage of the 6 startle probes that elicited a response.  
Storm severity, as measured by the PDS, was weakly correlated with state anxiety (r = .20), trait 
anxiety, (r = .22), and maternal depression (r = .27); while maternal anxiety was moderately correlated 
with maternal depression (r = .38). The variance inflation factor (VIF) did not exceed 2.0 for the final 
model, indicating minimal model distortion due to multicollinearity. There were no significant differences 
between participants based on the OB/GYN clinic of recruitment with respect to SCR magnitude, baseline 
SCR frequency, storm severity, depression, or anxiety (p > .26). Further, there were no significant 
differences among prenatal exposure groups and baseline SCR frequency [F(3, 191) = .83, p = .5]. 
All statistical tests specified an alpha level of .05 and were performed in SAS version 9.4 (SAS 
Institute, Cary, NC). Descriptive statistics, including kurtosis (8.9) and skew (2.65), for the sample were 
obtained. As both kurtosis and skewness were greater than 2, we transformed SCR magnitude values via 
square root to reduce the positive skew, a method commonly used in studies using EDA (Braithwaite et 
al., 2013). After transformation, kurtosis and skew were 0.81 and 0.88, respectively. To address missing 
data, multiple imputation was used for key variables (SCR magnitude = 31.3%, prenatal depression = 
12.5%, postnatal depression = 26.1%, anxiety = 16.1%, trauma = 16.7%). Multiple imputation procedures 
followed those outlined by Liu and De using the fully conditional specification (FCS) method in SAS (Liu & 
De, 2015). Results of the multivariable models with and without imputation indicated no notable 
differences in estimates or significance; only results from the imputed models are reported. 
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Following a review of the literature, a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) was made to represent the 
theorized causal pathway between prenatal storm stress, prenatal maternal depression and offspring 
ANS function (as represented by EDA measures) (Textor et al., 2016). Of the measured variables 
available to the present analysis, maternal anxiety, trauma, and ethnicity were identified as confounders 
requiring adjustment in order to capture the direct effect of prenatal storm stress and prenatal maternal 
depression on childhood EDA. Maternal education and marital status, proxies for socioeconomic status in 
women who are pregnant or new mothers, were identified as intermediate variables along the theoretical 
causal pathway from Superstorm Sandy experience, maternal depression, and childhood physiological 
reactivity. These variables were therefore not included to reduce the likelihood of overfitting and bias via 
unnecessary adjustment. 
Intrafamilial correlation due to multiple children within one family (n = 30) was evaluated and the 
clustering effect was adjusted as follows. First, an empty model (Model 1) was carried out to compute the 
interclass correlation coefficient (ICC) (Shrout & Fleiss, 1979) due to clustering at the family level. Results 
of the empty model indicated that 24.9% (ICC = 0.249) of the variation in SCR magnitude was due to 
between family differences. As this represents a substantial amount of clustering, a random intercept for 
family was included in all models. Subsequently, univariable models predicting SCR magnitude 
were carried out with acute prenatal storm stress (PNMS; Model 2) and prenatal maternal depression 
(PNMD; Model 3) as predictors. Finally, multivariable models predicting SCR magnitude (unadjusted and 
unadjusted, Model 4–5) were carried out. Model 4 tested the interaction between prenatal storm and 
depression exposure (PNMS*PNMD). Model 5 tested the interaction while adjusting for maternal anxiety 
(Anx), prior trauma (Tma), and race (R). The model specifications are as follows, where the ij subscript 
denotes the nesting of the individual within the family unit: 
Model 1: Yi = β00 + b0i + εij 
Model 2: Yi = β00 + b0i + β10PNMSi + εi 
Model 3: Yi = β00 + b0i + β10PNMDi + εi 
Model 4: Yi = β00 + b0i + β10PNMSi + β20PNMDi + β30PNMS*PNMDi + εi 
Model 5: Yi = β00 + b0i + β10PNMSi + β20PNMDi + β30PNMS*PNMDi + β40Anxi + β50Tmai + β60Ri + εi 
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To explore the potential interaction effect of prenatal storm stress * prenatal maternal depression 
on SCR magnitude, post hoc analyses were conducted using Tukey's HSD test to compare means of 
SCR magnitude across group status (no prenatal exposure = 0, prenatal maternal depression only = 1, 
prenatal storm stress only = 2, both prenatal maternal depression and prenatal storm stress = 3). 
Experiment 4 Results 
Table 3.5 displays descriptive statistics for the sample stratified by prenatal maternal depression 
and prenatal storm stress. Of the sample 42.3% (n = 85) were not exposed to acute prenatal storm stress 
or prenatal maternal depression in utero. 35.2% (n = 69) were exposed to acute prenatal storm stress but 
not prenatal maternal depression in utero, 13.3% (n = 26) were exposed to prenatal maternal depression 
but not acute prenatal storm stress, and 9.2% (n = 18) were exposed to both acute prenatal storm stress 
and prenatal maternal depression. 
Table 3.5. Descriptive Statistics 
 




Linear mixed effects models 
Results of Models 1–5 can be found in Table 3.6. The initial intercept only model (Model 1) 
indicated that a substantial amount of the variation in SCR magnitude was explained by between family 
differences (29%). Results from our univariable models (2, 3) indicate that acute prenatal storm stress did 
not predict SCR magnitude (BPNMS = 0.01, p > .05), whereas prenatal maternal depression did 
significantly predict SCR magnitude (BPNMD = −0.14, p <.001), such that reactivity was decreased in those 
exposed to prenatal depression. 
Acute prenatal storm stress remained non-significant and prenatal maternal depression remained 
a significant predictor in our unadjusted multivariable model (4), while the interaction of the two was non-
significant (BPNMS = −0.03, p > 0.05; BPNMD = 0.12, p = .005; BPNMSxPNMD = 0.03, p > 0.05). No changes in 
significance were noted following adjustment for confounders (maternal anxiety, trauma and 
race/ethnicity) in Model 5 (BPNMS = −0.004, p > 0.05; BPNMD = 0.17, p = .002; Badjusted = 0.01, p > 0.05). 
Table 3.6. Summary of linear fixed effects models. 
 
Note: p < .05; p ** < .01; p *** < .001. 
Number outside parentheses reflects unstandardized beta, number in parentheses reflects standard error. 
a Empty Model, ICC = 0.21. 
b Superstorm Sandy exposure. 
c Prenatal maternal depression. 
d Prenatal storm stress x Prenatal depression. 
e Model 4 adjusted for postnatal depression, ethnicity, anxiety, and other trauma. 
Tukey post hoc analyses 
 Tukey's post hoc analysis further indicated that SCR magnitude of children exposed to both 
prenatal maternal depression and acute prenatal storm stress was lower than in children exposed to 
neither condition in utero (p = .002), prenatal maternal depression only (p = .046), and acute prenatal 
storm stress only (p = .002). SCR magnitude was also lower in children exposed to prenatal maternal 
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depression only as compared to children exposed to neither in utero (p = .008) and children exposed to 
acute prenatal storm stress only (p = .002). Reported p-values have been adjusted for multiple 
comparisons using the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure with a 5% false discovery rate. Full results are 
available in Table 3.7. The mean and standard error per group are represented in Figure 3.2. 
Table 3.7. Post hoc contrasts linear mixed effects model (Tukey) 
 
Note: SE = standard error, CI = confidence interval. 
All significance values were corrected for multiple testing using the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure with a 
5% false discovery rate. 
PNMS = Prenatal Maternal Storm Stress. 
PNMD = Prenatal Maternal Depression. 
Figure 3.2. Skin conductance response magnitude by prenatal exposure groups 
 
Note: *p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001. 
SCR = Skin Conductance Response. SCR Magnitude values are normalized by square root 
transformation. 





Experiment 4 Summary 
 The aim of this study was to evaluate the independent and joint contributions of prenatal maternal 
stress and depression on offspring electrodermal reactivity in early childhood. Contrary to our initial 
hypotheses, prenatal exposure to Superstorm Sandy was not related to SCR magnitude. Prenatal 
exposure to maternal depression was associated with lower SCR magnitude to startling stimuli than that 
of children unexposed to prenatal maternal depression. Post hoc analyses revealed that those exposed to 
prenatal maternal depression only and those exposed to both prenatal maternal depression and acute 
prenatal storm stress had lower SCR magnitude than those only exposed to Superstorm Sandy. Despite 
finding no interaction between prenatal storm stress and prenatal maternal depression, those exposed to 
both were significantly less electrodermally reactive than those exposed to prenatal maternal depression 
only, suggesting acute stress may exacerbate the impact of prenatal maternal depression. 
Although van Dijk et al. (2012) found no correlations between prenatal maternal depression, 
psychosocial stress, and cardiac autonomic function at rest, evaluation of the impact of one specific and 
acute prenatal stressor in conjunction with prenatal maternal depression on offspring SCR magnitude in 
response to startling stimuli was previously uninvestigated. Further, van Dijk et al. used a cardiac 
measure of autonomic function, which may have been subject to vagal influence, unlike EDA. We did not 
anticipate the null findings between prenatal storm stress and offspring EDA given the literature 
documenting this relation (Austin, Hadzi-Pavlovic, et al., 2005; Baibazarova et al., 2013; Davis et al., 
2007). We have previously reported increased temperament measures of emotional reactivity within the 
same sample of children prenatally exposed to Superstorm Sandy (Zhang, Rajendran, et al., 2018). 
Potential factors explaining this null finding include directional fractionation on the autonomic nervous 
system (Lacey, 1967), individual variation in electrodermal reactivity, or postnatal factors such as mother-
child bond or socioeconomic factors that may mask the effect. Importantly, prior research, including our 
own, has identified effect of sex (see Experiment 2) and trimester of exposure to stress (Mueller & Bale, 
2008; Sandman et al., 2012). Had we examined these factors, we may have uncovered a more nuanced 
understanding of the relationship between prenatal storm stress and electrodermal reactivity. Future 
research would do well to consider these factors. 
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Our hypothesis that children exposed prenatal maternal depression would be less electrodermally 
reactive to startling stimuli was confirmed. The SCR magnitude was even lower for children exposed to 
both prenatal storm stress and prenatal maternal depression, suggesting SNS activity was further blunted 
by the conjunction of the two factors. Several mechanisms may underlie these findings. First, it is also 
possible that blunted electrodermal reactivity has a genetic component related to depression that may be 
heritable from the mother, since depression is associated with low electrodermal activity (Sarchiapone et 
al., 2018). Second, longer term exposure to depression than to an acute stressor such as a natural 
disaster may result in greater alteration in fetal development, which may in turn contribute to the blunted 
SNS reactivity observed in children exposed to both conditions. These alterations may be a result of 
exposure to excess cortisol, increased inflammation, or decreased oxytocin influencing epigenetic 
mechanisms leading to blunted SNS function. Although no prenatal measure of cortisol is available, 
support for this mechanism comes from work by our colleagues’ finding that placental gene expression of 
three genes known to modulate cortisol levels moderated the relationship between prenatal maternal 
depression and increased negative affect at six months of age (Zhang, Finik, et al., 2018).  
These findings should be interpreted cautiously in light of several limitations. First, one or more 
measures of cortisol, oxytocin, or inflammation throughout pregnancy would have shed light on an 
underlying mechanism. While we were unable to examine the specific trimester(s) in which the acute 
prenatal storm stress and prenatal maternal depression were experienced, this line of inquiry could have 
helped clarify critical windows of susceptibility to this aspect of SNS dysregulation. Further, our measure 
of SNS reactivity is limited, in that electrodermal activity is only one measure of the SNS, and directional 
fractionation of the autonomic nervous system and individual differences in reactivity may lead to variation 
in skin conductance responses (Jänig & Häbler, 2000; Lacey, 1967). We therefore urge caution in 
generalizing our findings to other measures of SNS function. Moreover, we quantified skin conductance 
responses as a 0.02 μS amplitude increase as compared to the period immediately preceding the 
stimulus, and does not reflect the skin conductance level, which is likely to have been much lower during 
baseline. We were also unable to examine potential paternal contribution in this analysis, as half of all 
participating mothers were single and did not provide information regarding the father of their child. In 
addition, a majority of measures used in the present analysis consisted of self-report questionnaires 
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(maternal depression, anxiety, trauma history) which are subject to bias. We also quantified storm 
exposure based on whether or not the child was in utero or not at the time and were not able to further 
examine our results according to level of storm severity experienced. We did not examine which aspects 
of the storm experience (e.g., power loss, home evacuation, injury) most strongly correlated with 
electrodermal activity, nor did we examine the variability of the magnitude of stress experienced. Lastly, it 
is possible that natural disasters are fundamentally different from other forms of prenatal stress (e.g., 
financial or interpersonal difficulties) because of media coverage, sustained damage, etc., limiting the 
generalizability of these findings.  
Acknowledging these limitations, these results extend the literature on prenatal storm stress, 
prenatal maternal depression, and child development in a prospective longitudinal study. We used a more 
objective measure of stress reactivity than parent or observer temperament ratings, as is commonly used 
in the literature. We also differentiated between acute stress and depression, which may differentially 
impact underlying biological systems across different time scales (i.e., short term versus long term). 
Further, we adjusted our statistical model for anxiety, prior trauma, and race/ethnicity in order to parse out 
the total effect of acute prenatal storm stress and prenatal maternal depression on SCR magnitude.  
The US Preventive Services Task Force on Interventions to Prevent Perinatal Depression recently 
recommended that doctors refer pregnant women for counseling to prevent depression onset if at least one 
risk factor is present, including history of depression or abuse, presence of depression or anxiety symptoms, 
low socioeconomic status, or lack of social support (Curry et al., 2019). Our findings underscore the 
importance of this recommendation and point to the occurrence of a natural disaster or similar stressor as 
additional factors for consideration.  
Discussion 
 Our aim in these experiments was to elucidate any link between prenatal maternal stress related 
to Superstorm Sandy and offspring electrodermal reactivity. The goal of Experiment 3 was to evaluate the 
role of the sex of the child, if any. No significant differences in SCR magnitude were found with respect to 
sex or prenatal exposure status independently. Although the literature has some support for a lack of sex 
differences in EDA before puberty, null results were unexpected with respect to prenatal storm exposure. 
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However, an interaction between sex and exposure status was found, such that boys who were exposed 
had a lower average SCR magnitude than girls who were exposed. These results may help to disentangle 
the mechanisms underlying sexually dimorphic rates of psychopathology onset. 
 The goal of Experiment 4 was to investigate the influence of maternal mental health, specifically 
prenatal depression, on the link between storm exposure and EDA. We confirmed that prenatal storm 
exposure was not associated with SCR magnitude, as in Experiment 3. We further found that a) maternal 
prenatal depression correlated with lower SCR magnitude than control children and children exposed to 
the storm and b) prenatal exposure to both depression and the storm correlated with lower SCR 
magnitude than control children, children exposed to depression alone, and children exposed to the storm 
alone. Although prenatal exposure to Superstorm Sandy on its own did not significantly predict higher 
SCR magnitude as expected, the addition of maternal mental health to the equation was correlated with 
lower SCR magnitude than prenatal maternal depression alone. 
 These results help illuminate the link between prenatal maternal mental health and offspring SNS 
reactivity. Both sex and mental health other than stress seemed to play an important role. Stress related 
to a natural disaster seemed to differentially impact reactivity on the basis of sex and maternal depression 
seemed to be exacerbated by disaster stress. The blunted reactivity correlated with male exposure in 
Experiment 3 and the combination of depression and storm exposure in Experiment 4 suggests potential 
risk for the development of symptoms including oppositional defiant disorder, impulsivity, and inattention. 
 Electrodermal activity is a useful marker of SNS function by virtue of its noninvasive 
measurement and stability overtime but is not an all-encompassing indicator of neurodevelopment. Until 
such an indicator is developed, neuroimaging techniques may provide further insight into the impact of 
prenatal disaster-related stress. SNS function, part of the peripheral nervous system, represents only one 
of several systems in the body that influence mental health and behavior. Structural, functional, and 
diffusion-weight magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) techniques can give evidence as to the health of the 
central nervous system, which influence not only the SNS, but the parasympathetic nervous system, the 
HPA axis, and the enteric nervous system as well. The next chapter presents a review of the literature on 
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the association between prenatal maternal stress and offspring neuroimaging and the results of a pilot 




Chapter 4: Prenatal Storm Stress and the Prefrontal-Limbic Circuit 
 Experiments 1-4 examined the associations between prenatal maternal stress and subsequent 
behavioral and autonomic outcome measures to try to get to the core of the question: what happens to 
children prenatally exposed to natural disasters? These outcome measures are readily obtainable and 
informative as to the general emotional function of the child but are not direct measures of brain structure 
and function. Deeper understanding of the brain, especially early in childhood while plasticity is still high, 
may help to elucidate which areas are most vulnerable to prenatal stress and therefore potential targets 
for intervention before downstream consequences emerge. This chapter presents an overview of the field 
to date and results from a pilot study of fourteen 5–8-year-old children, eight of whom were prenatally 
exposed to Superstorm Sandy. 
 The primary neural circuit of interest to the current study is the connection between the prefrontal 
cortex and the limbic system. The prefrontal cortex (PFC) serves many purposes and is generally thought 
to be the seat of executive functions such as judgment, planning, and critical thinking. It takes up about 
30% of human brain volume (Carlén, 2017) and can be divided into several areas: the dorsolateral 
(dlPFC), dorsomedial PFC (dmPFC), ventromedial PFC (vmPFC), ventrolateral PFC (vlPFC), and the 
rostral anterior cingulate cortex (rACC). The limbic system is composed of multiple structures including 
the amygdala, hippocampus, and hypothalamus (Rajmohan & Mohandas, 2007). Each of these structures 
has its own function, but as a whole the system is thought to be the seat of emotion in humans. The 
amygdala in particular is known as a center for threat detection and fear behavior (Feinstein et al., 2011).  
 The PFC and limbic system are connected by a white matter tract called the uncincate fasciculus 
(Hanson et al., 2015). The function of this tract is to facilitate communication between these two areas, 
although it is not the only means of communication between the regions. That communication is critical to 
the process of emotion regulation. Studies of functional connectivity between the two have demonstrated 
that increased medial PFC (mPFC) and ACC activity is correlated with decreased amygdala activity in 
healthy adults, particularly when regulating emotions (Hariri et al., 2003). Research has shown that this 
reciprocal relationship between the two regions does not develop until around ten years of age in healthy 
children (Gee, Humphreys, et al., 2013). Prior to this age activity in the two is positively correlated rather 
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than negative. However, early childhood maternal deprivation has been linked with earlier maturation of 
the emergence of the negative correlation between the prefrontal and limbic areas. The literature 
currently lacks functional neuroimaging data in prepubertal children prenatally exposed to natural disaster 
stress, but many other studies shed some light on what we can expect to find in these critical parts of the 
brain. No one measure of the brain perfectly encompasses central nervous system (CNS) function 
(Suárez et al., 2020). Experiment 5 will examine the link between prenatal stress exposure and the 
structure of the PFC and limbic system, and Experiment 6 will examine the functional connectivity. 
Experiment 5: Prenatal stress and the structure of the prefrontal-limbic circuit 
 The gray matter of the brain is composed of the cell bodies of neurons. Gray matter volume of a 
given structure is often correlated with its function, but the relationship between structure and function is 
now understood to be more nuanced due in part to direct and indirect synapses throughout the brain (for 
review see Suárez et al., 2020). Studying the gray matter volume of regions of interest is therefore an 
important part of evaluating the degree of neurodivergence.  
 Young people who experienced firsthand stress in the early postnatal period have been shown to 
have structural differences in the prefrontal-limbic circuit in comparison with typically developing controls. 
For example, children who were maltreated had decreased gray matter volume in the OFC and left 
middle temporal gyrus in one sample of twelve year old children (De Brito et al., 2013) and decreased 
volume in the vmPFC, right OFC, right inferior frontal gyrus, and bilateral parahippocampal gyri in another 
sample of 13-20 year olds (Gold et al., 2016). Gold et al. (2016) further found that decreased 
parahippocampal gyrus volume was related to higher externalizing symptoms. Moreover, anxiety and 
depression symptoms were correlated with reduced vmPFC volume in children younger than nine years 
of age, and then increased volume in the same region after twelve years of age, suggesting a 
development shift. Further, more time spent in a rearing institution was correlated with increased 
amygdala volume, lower emotion regulation capacity, and increased anxiety symptoms as compared to 
children who spent less time in a rearing institution (Tottenham et al., 2010). 
 Several studies have investigated the question of prenatal stress and offspring neural health by 
using maternal mental health, stressful life events, or glucocorticoids levels as a measure of stress. In 
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one such study prenatal maternal depression was correlated with increased amygdala volume in 4-5-
year-old girls, but not boys (Wen et al., 2017). The same research group also found that in girls prenatally 
exposed to maternal prenatal depression there was a positive correlation between amygdala volume and 
insula thickness and a negative correlation between amygdala volume and inferior frontal cortical 
thickness (Lee et al., 2019). In a small sample of 24 four-year-old children, second trimester pregnancy-
related anxiety was correlated with increased left amygdala volume in female offspring (Acosta et al., 
2019). Further, prenatal anxiety exposure was associated with increased emotional and behavioral 
problems – however, in children with a larger left amygdala volume, fewer emotional and behavioral 
problems were observed, suggesting a kind of resiliency compensation (Acosta et al., 2019). Another 
group found that second trimester pregnancy-specific anxiety was correlated with decreased volume in 
the PFC, premotor cortex, medial temporal lobe, lateral temporal cortex, and postcentral gyrus in 6-9-
year-old children (Buss et al., 2010). Only one study to date has evaluated offspring development in 
relation to prenatal exposure to a natural disaster. The group following children prenatally exposed to the 
Quebec Ice Storm of 1998 found that late gestation exposure to high levels of maternal objective stress 
related to the storm was correlated with increased amygdala and total brain volume. This in turn mediated 
the link between prenatal stress and increased externalizing symptoms in eleven-year-old girls (Jones et al., 
2019). While informative, the Quebec brain scans were conducted past the age that Gee and colleagues 
identified a developmental shift occurs, leaving open the question of brain structure related to prenatal 
natural disaster stress prior to that age (Gee, Humphreys, et al., 2013). 
These studies consistently show aberrations in areas involved in emotion processing and 
regulation, i.e., the prefrontal-limbic circuit. Others have also identified emotional and behavioral deficits 
in offspring related to these brain aberrations. Prenatal maternal perceived stress was associated with 
decreased frontal and temporal cortical thickness at seven years of age, as well as increased depression 
symptoms at 12 years of age (Davis et al., 2020). Stressful life events during pregnancy was correlated 
with increased volume in the posterior parietal cortex, bilateral intraparietal sulcus, left superior parietal 
lobule, inferior parietal lobule, and increased risk for psychiatric symptoms in 11-14-year-old children 
(McQuaid et al., 2019). Using a more objective measure, Davis et al. (2017) found that third trimester 
maternal glucocorticoid levels correlated with increased frontal cortical thickness and cognitive 
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performance in 6-9-year-old offspring. The same research group also found that glucocorticoid levels 
correlated with a thinner rACC, which in turn was associated with more affective problems (Davis et al., 
2013).  
We conducted a pilot study of eight children who were prenatally exposed to Superstorm Sandy 
and six children who were not. Based on the literature, we hypothesized that children prenatally exposed 
to the storm would have larger volumes in limbic system structures and smaller PFC and ACC volumes. 
Our sample size was small due to COVID-19 restrictions, and we therefore anticipated that some of the 
analyses would be under powered to detect the differences. Thus, we will evaluate the trend when 
necessary.  
Experiment 5 Methods 
Participants 
 Participants were drawn from the parent study as described in Experiment 1. Families were 
contacted with permission, given information about the neuroimaging procedure, and asked if they were 
interested in participating. The participant and family needed to speak English well enough to provide 
informed consent and complete the study assessments. Children were asked to provide assent to 
document willingness to participate at the time of the neuroimaging procedure. Exclusion criteria included 
1) head injury that caused overt focal brain damage; 2) psychotropic medication within 3 months of the 
study or on asthma inhaler during the study; 3) pre-existing condition which precludes scanning (e.g., 
epileptic seizures in the past 3 years, cannot tolerate narrow closed spaces); and 4) metal in the body 
that cannot be removed including neurostimulators, implanted drug infusion devices, aneurysm clips, 
metal dental work, cochlear implants, cardiac defibrillators and pacemakers, metal joint prostheses or 
artificial limbs, metal fragments, pins, screws, plates, catheters, stents, or surgical staples. A description 
of the demographic information for each of the fourteen subjects is provided in Table 4.1. A majority of 






Table 4.1. Demographic information of neuroimaging subjects. 
Subject Case/Control Age (months) Sex Race 
1 Case 71.63 Female White/Hispanic 
2 Case 71.63 Female White/Hispanic 
3 Case 69.63 Female White/Hispanic 
4 Case 75.40 Female Black 
5 Case 81.06 Male Hispanic 
10 Case 79.83 Female Black/Hispanic 
13 Case 78.37 Female White/Hispanic 
14 Case 79.97 Female White/Hispanic 
6 Control 93.77 Male Black 
7 Control 87.77 Male Hispanic 
8 Control 87.63 Female Black 
9 Control 94.00 Female White/Black 
11 Control 90.13 Female Asian/Hispanic 
12 Control 97.50 Male White/Hispanic 
Procedure 
 Before entering the scan room, the parent and child were informed that participation was 
voluntary, and the child could be withdrawn at any time during the study. To promote compliance and 
reduce motion artifact, we followed the “submarine protocol” described by Theys, Wouters, and 
Ghesquière (2014). This procedure includes informational, child-friendly video explanations of the scan 
session, showing the child the difference between a clear and blurry picture, and practicing balancing 
objects on the nose to teach them to stay still. Earplugs and headphones were provided during MRI 
acquisition. Padding was carefully placed under the knees, between the head and coil, and under the 
forearm to maximize comfort, minimize muscle strain, and physically restrict head motion. A parent was 
allowed to stay with the child in the scan room during the entire procedure to reduce the child’s anxiety. 
We communicated with the child during every break in scanning (every 4-7 minutes) to make sure the 
child was happy to continue and were prepared to discontinue the scan immediately if there was any sign 
of discomfort or distress. All were able to tolerate the MRI. 
Each subject was scanned using a Siemens Prisma 3T whole-body scanner (Erlangen, Germany) 
with a 32-channel head coil at the CUNY ASRC MRIF. High-resolution, T1-weighted anatomical images 
will be collected for each subject using an MPRAGE sequence (TR = 2500 ms, TE = 2.9 mm, FOV = 256 
mm, FA = 8.0 deg, matrix size = 256 x 256, slices = 176, slice thickness = 1 mm, voxel size = 1.0 x 1.0 x 





 We converted all DICOM files to NIfTI format using the command “dcm2niix -o” in Python. 
Outliers were calculated and despiked. A de-oblique of the data was performed to correct for any tilt. The 
motion sensor parameter was set to 2mm displacement. We further processed the structural MRI (sMRI) 
data with Freesurfer to create a mask using segmentation. Anatomical segments were resampled to the 
resolution of the fMRI data. Data was segmented and parcellated using Freesurfer for each subject.  
 Data was imported into SPSS 25 (IBM Inc.) and normalized by total intracranial brain volume to 
correct for individual differences in brain size. Independent sample t-tests were conducted to determine 
significant differences between the children who were and the children who were not prenatally exposed 
to Superstorm Sandy in the following bilateral regions of interest: hippocampus, amygdala, lateral and 
medial orbitofrontal cortex (OFC, a proxy for the PFC), parahippocampal gyrus, and rACC. The 
Benjamini-Hochberg procedure was then used to correct for multiple comparisons with a false discovery 
rate of 15% (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995). 
Experiment 5 Results 
 Independent sample t-tests indicated gray matter volume was greater bilaterally in the 
hippocampus of children prenatally exposed to Superstorm Sandy as compared with children who were 
not, as seen in Figure 4.1. The volume of the amygdala was also significantly larger in the right amygdala 
of the prenatal exposure group, although in the left amygdala this only approached significance. The right 
parahippocampal gyrus of control children was significantly larger than prenatally exposed children. 
Further, a nonsignificant trend indicated that the left lateral orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), a proxy for the 
lateral PFC, was smaller in prenatally exposed children than control children. All findings remained 
significant after correcting for multiple comparisons using the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure with a 15% 







Figure 4.1. Group comparisons of normalized gray matter volume in regions of interest. 
 
Note: *indicates equal variances in the independent sample t-test were not assumed. “L” and “R” indicate 
left or right hemisphere, respectively. 
Experiment 5 Summary 
 We assessed the gray matter volume of several areas of the prefrontal-limbic circuit in eight 
children who were and six children who were not prenatally exposed to Superstorm Sandy. As expected, 
the amygdala was larger in children with prenatal exposure, although this trend was nonsignificant in the 
left hemisphere. Prior research into the impact of maternal prenatal mental health has also found this in 
children (Acosta et al., 2019; Lee et al., 2019; Wen et al., 2017). The hippocampus was also bilaterally 
larger in children with prenatal storm exposure. A trend approaching significance indicated the left lateral 
OFC was smaller in storm exposed children was also expected, as others have found reductions in 
prefrontal gray matter (Buss et al., 2010; Davis et al., 2020). However, there were no differences in the 
rACC. Lastly, the right hippocampal gyrus was significantly smaller in storm exposed children than 
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controls. This was unexpected, given that it is part of the limbic system and the hippocampus was larger 
than controls in these children. 
 The contradictory findings with regard to the hippocampus and parahippocampal gyrus are 
interesting in light of the literature. Human studies have had mixed results, with Buss et al. (2012) finding 
no differences in the hippocampal volume of children prenatally exposed to higher levels of maternal 
cortisol. Wang et al. (2018) uncovered a complex relationship between prenatal maternal depression and 
offspring hippocampal volume that was mediated by FKBP5 genetic risk, such that high depression 
symptoms and genetic risk predicted increased volume. Further, animal studies have found decreased 
hippocampal volume in rhesus monkeys (Coe et al., 2003) and rat models (Mychasiuk et al., 2012) 
subsequent to prenatal maternal stress. Few studies have reported findings in the parahippocampal 
gyrus, which is highly connected to the mPFC and ACC, in relation to prenatal stress. In one such study 
Buss et al., (2010) found that 6-9-year-old children exposed to high levels of maternal pregnancy anxiety 
in the second trimester had reduced gray matter volume in this region.  Child abuse in the postnatal 
period has also been linked with reduced volume, which in turn was correlated with increased 
externalizing symptoms (Gold et al., 2016). Lack of consistency across studies with regard to this critical 
region of the brain mandates further investigation in larger sample sizes. 
 This experiment was preliminary in nature and has notable limitations. First among these is the 
small sample size of eight prenatal storm exposed and six non-prenatal storm exposed children. Second, 
the composition of age and sex is uneven between the two groups. Subject recruitment was halted due to 
Covid-19 considerations, and we will aim to correct this when recruitment resumes. Third, prenatal 
Superstorm Sandy exposure was determined based on date of birth in relation to the occurrence of the 
storm, rather than degree of maternal stress related to the storm. The small sample size necessitated this 
simplistic grouping mechanism, but an assessment that takes maternal perceived stress into account 
would be more informative. A larger sample size would also allow for consideration of postnatal maternal 
mental health as well. A measure of maternal cortisol would also provide more insight into the level of 
stress most closely associated with brain structure aberrations.  
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 Despite these limitations, we have demonstrated significant structural differences in brain regions 
key to emotion experience and regulation on the basis of prenatal Superstorm Sandy experience. 
Importantly, the statistical analyses remained significant after correction for multiple testing. These 
findings support the need to expand the current sample size to increase statistical power and enable 
more nuanced analyses of maternal subjective storm experience, sex effects, and potential behavioral 
problems related to these structural differences. 
Experiment 6: Prenatal stress and the function of the prefrontal-limbic circuit 
 Evaluating the gray matter volume of brain structures is an important piece in understanding the 
health of a neural circuit, but not all encompassing on its own. Functional MRI (fMRI) provides important 
information about the degree of neural activity inferred from oxygenated blood flow to the structure. fMRI 
can be measured while the subject is at rest or performing a task thought to engage specific neural 
circuits. Activity relative to other tasks or other subjects provides context as to whether structures are 
hyper- or hypoactive. Further, functional connectivity, or the degree of synchronization between two brain 
structures is inferred from the temporal coincidence of activity in those structures. A commonly used task 
for investigating prefrontal-limbic circuit function was developed by Hariri et al. (2002) and displays faces 
with different emotional expressions, including happy, sad, angry, or fearful. Viewing negative emotions in 
particular is known to activate the prefrontal-limbic circuit, giving an approximation of the health of the 
circuit. This methodology has been used to address the question of the impact of stress on offspring 
neurodevelopment, although the issue of prenatal natural disaster-related stress on early childhood 
neurodevelopment remains unresolved. 
 The relation between stress experienced firsthand in the postnatal period and the function of the 
prefrontal-limbic system lends some insight into what can be expected of the impact of prenatal stress. 
One such study found that prior institutional rearing (i.e., time in an orphanage) was associated with 
greater amygdala activation in response to images of fearful faces compared to control children (Gee, 
Gabard-Durnam, et al., 2013). Another found that amygdala activation was greater in response to faces 
displaying fearful, sad, and happy expressions in 7-12-year-old children exposed to early life stress than 
control children (Suzuki et al., 2014). They further found that children with higher levels of depression 
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symptoms had a correlation between early life stress and activation in the left hippocampus and globus 
pallidus. Increased early life trauma was also correlated with increased activation in the bilateral 
amygdalae and cingulate in response to sad facial expressions (Suzuki et al., 2014). Pagliaccio et al., 
(2015) observed that the number of negative life events experienced was correlated with weaker 
functional connectivity between the amygdala and ACC, increased anxiety symptoms, and decreased 
externalizing symptoms in children 9-14 years old. Although some results are mixed, most of these 
studies report relative amygdala hyperactivity in subjects who experienced stressful life events. 
Evaluating neural circuitry in relation to postnatal stressors is important in its own right and provides some 
data from which to hypothesize about the outcomes of prenatal stressors. However, the vulnerability of 
the prenatal period may make results different from those of postnatal stressors. 
 Understanding the neural function of the prefrontal-limbic circuit in children who have 
psychopathological symptoms or diagnoses may also give vital insight, as it is thought that prenatal stress 
may put offspring at risk for psychopathology. For example, pediatric post-traumatic stress disorder 
(PTSD) has been associated with increased dorsal ACC activity and decreased amygdala-mPFC 
functional connectivity in response to stimuli signaling threat (Wolf & Herringa, 2016). Among 8-16-year 
old subjects looking at faces with happy, sad, or fearful expressions, amygdala-vPFC/ACC functional 
connectivity was positive in youths with bipolar disorder and negative in healthy controls and youths with 
ADHD (Hafeman et al., 2017). The same study also found that amygdala-subgenual ACC functional 
connectivity was positive in youths with bipolar disorder, negative in healthy controls, and neutral in 
youths with ADHD. In another small sample of 8-16-year old subjects viewing fearful facial expressions, 
the presence of an anxiety disorder was correlated with exaggerated amygdala response whereas 
depression was associated with blunted amygdala response (Thomas et al., 2001), suggesting the need 
to differentiate between these two clusters of internalizing symptoms. Among twelve-year-old children 
with high externalizing symptoms and a paternal family history of substance use, mPFC, precuneus, and 
occipital lobe activation in response to facial expressions with emotional valence was higher than that of 
healthy controls (Hulvershorn et al., 2013). Lastly, among young adults with conduct disorder viewing 
angry and fearful facial expressions, having high levels of both oxytocin receptor methylation and callous-
unemotional traits was associated with weak functional connectivity between the centromedial nucleus of 
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the amygdala and vmPFC/OFC, as well as between the bilateral amygdalae and 
precuneus/temporoparietal area(Aghajani et al., 2018). These studies largely found hyperactive amygdala 
responses and poor coordination between frontal and limbic areas. We would expect to see similar 
outcomes in children at risk for these disorders by virtue of prenatal maternal stress exposure. 
 A recent wave of studies has shed more light on the impact of prenatal maternal stress on child 
prefrontal-limbic circuit function. In one sample of six-week-old infants exposed to maternal prenatal 
depression, resting state functional connectivity between the amygdala and dPFC was negative compared 
to unexposed infants (Posner et al., 2016). In another sample of offspring exposed to prenatal depression, 
symptoms were associated with altered amygdala resting state functional connectivity in four-year-old girls, 
such that left hemisphere connectivity with the subgenual ACC and caudate was weaker and right 
hemisphere connectivity with the left OFC, insula, and temporal pole was weaker (Soe et al., 2018). In 
another sample of 6-9-year-old children exposed to prenatal maternal depression, amygdala response to 
negative facial expressions was greater than that of control children (van der Knaap et al., 2018). Other 
studies have relied on more objective, biological indicators of stress during pregnancy. For example, 
Graham et al. (2018) found that higher levels of the inflammatory cytokine interleukin-6 (IL-6) during 
pregnancy were associated with a larger right amygdala and stronger left amygdala resting connectivity with 
sensory, salience, and learning and memory areas of the brain at birth. This, in turn, mediated a correlation 
between prenatal IL-6 levels and decreased impulse control at two years of age (Graham et al., 2018). In 
the same sample, the relationship between prenatal maternal cortisol levels and increased internalizing 
symptoms in girls was also mediated by stronger amygdala connectivity to sensory and integration areas of 
the brain and the default mode network (Graham et al., 2019). In the same study, the correlation between 
prenatal cortisol and resting state amygdala connectivity was weaker in boys. Another study further found 
an association between elevated maternal glucocorticoid levels at 31 weeks gestation and increased 
general neural network connectivity and internalizing symptoms in 6-9-year-old female, but not male 
offspring (Kim et al., 2017). These findings point to alterations in the prefrontal-limbic circuit related to 
prenatal maternal stress exposure, but the studies lack task-based fMRI data outcomes (with the exception 
of van der Knaap et al.) and exposure to a common stressor. 
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 Experiment 6 attempted to fill this gap in knowledge by investigating the function of the prefrontal-
limbic circuit during an emotion-based task in 5-8-year-old children prenatally exposed to Superstorm 
Sandy in comparison with children who were not prenatally exposed. Children underwent an fMRI scan 
while viewing facial expressions displaying negative facial expressions. We hypothesized that the 
prenatal exposure group would display increased limbic system activity during an emotion-based task 
compared to controls, based on these results in children with anxiety disorders (Thomas et al., 2001) and 
children exposed to early life stress (Gee, Gabard-Durnam, et al., 2013; Suzuki et al., 2014). Our 
hypothesis regarding prefrontal and rACC activity was exploratory, as prior studies have only reported 
resting state activity of prefrontal areas in relation to limbic activity.  
Experiment 6 Methods 
Participants 
 As described in Experiment 1, participants were drawn from the parent. Exclusion criteria included 
1) head injury that caused overt focal brain damage; 2) psychotropic medication within 3 months of the 
study or on asthma inhaler during the study; 3) pre-existing conditions that preclude scanning (e.g., epileptic 
seizures in the past 3 years, claustrophobia); and 4) metal in the body that cannot be removed. The same 
fourteen subjects as in Experiment 5 underwent the fMRI scan, however subject 9 and 12 from Table 4.1 
were excluded for falling asleep during the scan, leaving seven who were prenatally exposed to the storm, 
and five who were not. 
Procedure 
 As described in Experiment 5, parents and children gave their informed consent before all study 
procedures. To promote compliance and reduce motion artifact, we followed the “submarine protocol” 
described by Theys, Wouters, and Ghesquière (2014), including child-friendly video explanations, 
demonstrating difference between a clear and blurry picture, and practicing balancing objects on the 
nose. The task performed in the scanner (described below) was practiced before entering the scanner to 
ensure the child understood how to respond to the stimuli. Earplugs and headphones were provided 
during MRI acquisition. Padding was placed to maximize comfort, minimize muscle strain, and physically 
restrict head motion. A parent was allowed to stay with the child in the scan room during the entire 
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procedure to reduce the child’s anxiety. We communicated with the child during every break in scanning 
(every 4-7 minutes) to make sure the child was happy to continue and were prepared to discontinue the 
scan immediately if there was any sign of discomfort or distress. All were able to tolerate the MRI. 
Each subject was scanned using a Siemens Prisma 3T whole-body scanner (Erlangen, Germany) 
with a 32-channel head coil and response box at the CUNY ASRC MRIF. Functional data was collected 
using a multi-echo EPI sequence (TR=800ms, TE=30ms, GRAPPA=3, 66 near axial slices, FoV=216mm, 
slice thickness=2.4, local shimming to the field of view, matrix size = 90 x 90, voxel size = 2.4 x 2.4 x 2.4 
mm, FA = 52 deg, acceleration factor = 6).  
Data acquisition lasted approximately four minutes while the child engaged in a task designed to 
evoke emotion regulation processes (Hariri et al., 2000; Hariri et al., 2002; Somerville et al., 2018). 
Participants viewed one image at the top of the screen and two at the bottom, one of which matched the 
top image. Participants were instructed to press a button corresponding to the image (i.e., left or right) 
that matched the top image. There are five blocks of six trials in which these images are shapes, and five 
alternating blocks in which these images are faces displaying either angry or fearful expressions. The 
stimuli were presented, and responses were recorded via E-prime 2.0 (Psychology Software Tools, 
Pittsburgh, PA, USA). This task is known to increase blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) signal in the 
amygdala (Manuck et al., 2007), fusiform gyrus, occipital cortex, and right prefrontal cortex (Geuter et al., 
2018). The task has also been shown predict symptoms of internalizing emotion dysregulation (Gard et 
al., 2018). 
Analysis 
Functional MRI preprocessing and statistical modeling was conducted using the statistical 
parametric mapping package (SPM12, Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, London, UK). 
Preprocessing included bias correction for intensity inhomogeneities, realignment, co-registration, 
normalization to an age-specific template, and spatial smoothing. Subject-level general linear modeling 
(GLM) was conducted to localize brain regions associated with the processing of faces expressing 
negative emotion. Psychophysiological interaction analysis was conducted to identify regions with 
connectivity to the seed region (e.g., amygdala) modulated by the processing of angry faces. Independent 
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samples t-test was conducted to compare the activity between participants with prenatal versus postnatal 
storm exposure. 
Experiment 6 Results 
Preliminary results showed that the group prenatally exposed to the storm (n = 7) showed 
significant or marginally significant higher activation in both left and right amygdala (left: p = 0.043, right: p 
= 0.054), compared to the group that was not prenatally exposed (n = 5). Figure 4.2 illustrates the 
clusters of the amygdalae (areas in red within the green dashed contours) that showed significant 
between-group difference under the voxel-wise threshold of p = .05 or less, and raindrop plots of 
amygdala activation for the two groups by hemisphere. Negative values represent decreased activity 
relative to the shaping matching blocks. No significant differences were found in the prefrontal areas or 
other limbic system areas. 
Figure 4.2. Amygdala response to negative facial expressions by prenatal exposure 
 
Note: The green contours encircle the left and right amygdala. Raindrop plots for each hemisphere show 









Experiment 6 Summary 
 In a preliminary investigation of prenatal stress and the prefrontal-limbic circuit we demonstrated 
hyperactive amygdala response to negative facial expressions in children prenatally exposed to maternal 
prenatal stress related to a natural disaster, Superstorm Sandy. This is in line with reports of hyperactive 
amygdala responses in children exposed to postnatal stress (Gee, Gabard-Durnam, et al., 2013; Suzuki 
et al., 2014) and children with anxiety disorders (Thomas et al., 2001). Our hypothesis regarding 
prefrontal activity was exploratory and we found no significant differences between groups. 
 Despite the small sample size presented here, we were able to detect differences in amygdala 
response among children prenatally exposed and unexposed to maternal stress. Abnormality of the 
amygdala has been the one consistent finding in children with postnatal stress exposure, 
psychopathology, or prenatal stress exposure. Dysfunction of the amygdala has been implicated in 
numerous forms of psychopathology, including anxiety (e.g. Li et al., 2016; Thomas et al., 2001; Williams 
et al., 2015), depression (e.g., Young et al., 2017), bipolar disorder (e.g., Hafeman et al., 2017; Paret et 
al., 2016), PTSD (e.g., Nicholson et al., 2017; Wolf & Herringa, 2016), autism (e.g., Guo et al., 2016), 
conduct disorder (e.g., Aghajani et al., 2018; Holz et al., 2017), psychosis (e.g., Jalbrzikowski et al., 
2019), and schizophrenia (e.g., Escartí et al., 2010). That we have found a similar trend in young children 
prenatally exposed to natural disaster-related stress suggests that they may indeed have an increased 
risk for psychopathology onset. 
 Although this study was highly preliminary in nature, it is a significant first step and appear to be 
consistent with the hypothesis. Nevertheless, findings require an expanded sample to replicate these 
results before many conclusions can be drawn. The small number of subjects in first among the 
limitations, which also include the lack of balance with regard to the age and sex of subjects in the two 
groups. We will aim to achieve greater balance post Covid-19. Another limitation includes the rudimentary 
method of determining case versus control (i.e., by date of birth in relation to the occurrence of 
Superstorm Sandy). Further consideration of maternal mental health during the prenatal and postnatal 
periods is also required. Finally, although our task is widely used in similar studies, it does not require 
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participants to actively regulate their emotions. This would be difficult to ask of participants at this age but 
would more accurately test the emotion regulation capability of the prefrontal-limbic circuit.  
 Despite the limitations of this preliminary experiment, the data compel an expansion of the 
sample. With a greater sample size, and therefore greater statistical power, we may uncover group 
differences in prefrontal regions of the brain and incorporate more variables related to maternal prenatal 
and postnatal mental health. Linking the mental health of the children with neural function will also help 
shed light on the relation between prenatal stress, risk for the development of psychopathology, and 
overall impairment. 
Discussion 
 The goal of this chapter was to evaluate the health of the prefrontal-limbic circuit in young children 
who were prenatally exposed to natural disaster-related stress in comparison with children who were not. 
The prefrontal-limbic circuit was the focus of interest because it subserves emotion regulation processes 
and has been implicated many different forms of psychopathology. We evaluated the circuit in two ways: 
structurally and functionally. For the latter method, a widely used task involving the viewing of faces with 
negative expressions was employed. 
 With regard to the structure of the circuit, we had several notable findings in Experiment 5. First, 
the gray matter volume of the right amygdala of children prenatally exposed to Superstorm Sandy was 
significantly larger and the left amygdala was marginally larger than control children. Second, the bilateral 
hippocampi of these children were significantly larger than children who were not prenatally exposed. 
Third, the right parahippocampal gyrus of children prenatally exposed was smaller than control children. 
Lastly, the left lateral orbitofrontal cortex of the exposure group was marginally smaller than the control 
group. Taken together, these results suggest that there are structural differences in this circuit related to 
prenatal stress from a natural disaster. Although the relationship between brain structure and function is 
complicated, these differences may speak to the basic makeup of these critical brain regions.  
 One main finding, greater amygdala activation among cases versus controls, emerged from our 
analysis of the function of the prefrontal-limbic circuit in Experiment 6, has both biological and clinical 
implications. While viewing negative facial expressions, children who were prenatally exposed to 
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Superstorm Sandy had greater amygdala activation than control children. This effect was significant in the 
left hemisphere and marginally significant in the right hemisphere. Amygdala differences have been 
discovered across many different types of psychopathology and emotion regulation abilities. Note no 
other significant differences were detected. These findings may suggest that children prenatally exposed 
to traumatic events are at risk for emotion dysregulation and the development of psychopathology, 
particularly when also considering the findings of Experiments 3-5.  
 Children prenatally exposed to traumatic events may also be vulnerable to future stressors 
including natural disasters, pandemics, or other traumatic events. Another research group studying 
Superstorm Sandy has demonstrated how postnatal exposure to the storm interacted with preexisting 
neural function to predict increased emotion dysregulation. Meyer et al. (2017) found that children with 
elevated internalizing symptoms at three years of age, who then demonstrated an exaggerated error-
related negativity (ERN) in an electroencephalogram (EEG) experiment at six years of age and also 
experienced a high level of Superstorm Sandy-related stressors, had even more internalizing symptoms 
at age nine in comparison with other children. The ERN is a known neural biomarker of anxiety and 
related disorders, as is hyperactive amygdala activity. The children prenatally exposed to Superstorm 
Sandy with aberrant prefrontal-limbic structure and function may be particularly at risk for postnatal 
stressful events, such as a pandemic. 
Although our findings need to be replicated and linked to behavioral indices of emotion regulation, 
future work could reveal that a generation of children pre- or postnatally exposed to these kinds of 
stressful events should be closely monitored for signs of psychopathology development. In light of the 
Covid-19 pandemic, social injustice, and record-breaking hurricane seasons, advocates for child mental 
health may especially focus on the needs of children who also experienced maternal prenatal stress. 
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Chapter 5: Conclusions and Future Directions 
 This preceding chapters document neurodevelopmental outcomes in children prenatally exposed 
to prenatal maternal stress related to a natural disaster, Superstorm Sandy. Although much is unique 
about these children, from the storm itself to the cultural makeup of New York City residents, 
commonalities have been found between the outcomes described here and research into children 
affected by similarly stressful events. Experiments 1-2 described correlations between infant 
temperament and objective maternal stress related to Superstorm Sandy. This is discussed in the context 
of other findings by our research group, including maternal prenatal mental health predicting infant 
temperament and trajectories of temperament development over the first two years of life. Experiment 2 
further explored the association between temperament and sympathetic nervous system function. 
Experiments 3-4 described an interaction between prenatal storm stress and maternal mental health 
predicting offspring EDA in early childhood and an interaction between prenatal storm stress and 
offspring sex predicting early childhood EDA. Experiments 5-6 reviewed current literature that 
investigates the associated between prenatal/postnatal stress and child brain development and presented 
preliminary findings from a pilot study of prenatal stress related to Superstorm Sandy and child prefrontal-
limbic structure and function. A picture emerges from these data that suggest prenatal exposure to 
Superstorm Sandy may contribute to neurodevelopmental aberrations, but other factors such as maternal 
mental health and offspring sex may interact with the prenatal stress to influence the trajectory of 
neurobehavioral and neural development.  
 In addition to expanding the sample size and conducting functional connectivity analyses of the 
prefrontal-limbic circuit, continuing to follow this sample of subjects may reveal key information about 
trajectories of neurodevelopment in children vulnerable by virtue of prenatal stress. In two cross-
sectional studies of neurotypically developing children, functional connectivity between the PFC and 
limbic system while viewing faces with emotional expressions was found to undergo a shift from a 
positive correlation to a negative correlation around puberty (Gee, Humphreys, et al., 2013; Wu et al., 
2016). Cross-sectional studies have also found that age correlated with decreased amygdala activity 
(Gee, Humphreys, et al., 2013) and increased resting functional connectivity between the amygdala 
and mPFC (Gabard-Durnam et al., 2014). In another cross-sectional study of 6–23-year-old 
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neurotypically developing subjects, children had a greater amygdala response to neutral and adverse 
stimuli than older subjects (Silvers et al., 2017). Further, an age-related shift in mPFC response to 
aversive stimuli occurred, such that activation was more ventral in younger subjects and dorsal in older 
subjects. In the same sample, Silvers et al. (2016) found that cognitive reappraisal of aversive stimuli 
was associated with a) negative correlation between age and amygdala response mediated by vlPFC 
activity, b) a connective correlation between vmPFC-amygdala functional connectivity and age, and c) 
the relationship between the vmPFC and amygdala modulated the effect of the vlPFC on the amygdala, 
with negative vmPFC-amygdala functional connectivity linked with stronger influence of the vlPFC on 
the amygdala. Prefrontal-limbic connectivity is well-documented in neurotypically developing children, 
but the trajectories in children impacted by stress are still emerging. 
Prior research indicates a unique pattern of prefrontal-limbic development in children exposed to 
early life stress. In a cross-sectional study of 6–17-year-olds viewing faces with emotional expressions, 
subjects who spent time in a rearing institution (i.e., orphanage) displayed more mature amygdala-PFC 
functional connectivity, such that the correlation in activation between the two regions was more negative 
than neurotypically developing subjects (Gee, Gabard-Durnam, et al., 2013). Researchers hypothesize 
that accelerated maturation of this circuit may be an adaptation to lack of emotional support from a 
caregiver that can put children at risk for psychopathology, stating “anxiety is a common long-term 
outcome associated with ‘growing up quickly’” (Callaghan & Tottenham, 2016, p. 79). Children with 
psychological disorders have also been studied in this context. In a large cross-sectional sample of 7–25-
year-olds viewing faces with emotional expressions, functional connectivity between the amygdala and 
ACC switched from positive to negative around fifteen years of age in neurotypically developing subjects, 
whereas in subjects with an anxiety disorder this correlation switched from negative to positive around 
fifteen years of age (Kujawa et al., 2016)\. In the same sample, right inferior frontal gyrus and orbitofrontal 
gyrus response to facial expressions was negatively correlated with age, with no observed significant 
differences on the basis of anxiety disorder diagnosis (Bunford et al., 2018). In another cross-sectional 
sample of 8–18-year-olds viewing stimuli signaling threat or neutrality, the correlation between age and 
amygdala-vmPFC functional connectivity and between age and dmPFC response to threat was negative 
in subjects with PTSD and positive in neurotypically developing subjects (Wolf & Herringa, 2016). The 
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trajectory of prefrontal-limbic development seems altered in children exposed to early life stress and 
those with early onset psychopathology but remains unstudied in children exposed to prenatal stress. 
With rates of childhood psychopathology on the rise, including one in six children aged 2-8 having 
a mental, behavioral, or developmental disorder, and an estimated 60% of American youth classified as 
not thriving (Bethell et al., 2019), both the sources and outcomes of impactful stressors need to be 
examined. The latest agenda set forth by the National Academy of Medicine emphasizes the role of 
promoting mental wellbeing at a societal level in reducing the incidence of psychopathology (National 
Academy of Medicine, 2019). One source of increased stress at the societal level may stem from climate 
change events, including natural disasters. According to the most recently published Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change, frequency and intensity of extreme weather events is predicted to continue to 
increase in North America in the years to come (IPCC, 2019). On the heels of the most active hurricane 
season on record in the Atlantic Ocean (NOAA, 2020), the psychological suffering associated with these 
events is coming into focus. As reviewed by Hayes et al. (2018), changes to climate and extreme weather 
events have been linked to a wide spectrum of mental health problems including trauma, anxiety, 
depression, grief, and despair. “Solastalgia,” or distress related to environmental changes including 
natural disasters, changing landscapes, and resource depletion, is a growing field of research (Warsini et 
al., 2014). Children, women, and socioeconomically disadvantaged people are believed to be particularly 
vulnerable to these effects . The vulnerability of pregnant people and their children, and how they can 
best be supported in the face of climate change, needs to be more thoroughly studied as well. 
The vulnerability of children exposed to prenatal stress to postnatal stressors experienced first-
hand should also be studied. Early research into the immediate mental health impact of the COVID-19 
pandemic indicate rises in anxiety, depression, PTSD, and general stress symptoms in populations 
across the globe (Xiong et al., 2020), although the long term effects remain to be seen. Families facing 
financial instability due to the pandemic in particular in the United States are facing high rates of mental 
health problems in parents and adults (Patrick et al., 2020). The impact of these factors on pregnant 
people and their offspring will become clearer in the coming years. If leaders had a better understanding 
of the mental health cost related to the pandemic, especially for vulnerable populations, better care could 
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have been taken early on to protect people. Studying the shared stressors and consequences of natural 
disasters and pandemics, such as financial loss, food and housing insecurity, and mental strain, can shed 
light on how to best care for those most at risk. 
This dissertation presents data that scratches the surface of the question as to the impact of 
natural disaster stress during pregnancy on the psychological wellbeing of offspring. Continuing to study 
the children prenatally exposed to Superstorm Sandy and other disasters to determine rates of 
psychopathology development, resilience, and overall health will be key to understanding the full impact 
of climate change on human suffering. Public health policy and mental health professionals may benefit 
from this knowledge to best support children and pregnant people during times of crisis. Improved 
intervention and prevention strategies could promote adaptive coping mechanisms to mitigate stress and 
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